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1 Introduction
This document provides the Qatari Government agencies with a core Infrastructure Reference
model and the taxonomy, as part of the overall Qatari Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA)
set of reference models. Infrastructure / Technical Reference Model (TRM) is a taxonomy based
reference model for categorizing IT infrastructure and the facilities and network that host the IT
infrastructure. The document provides guidance on Infrastructure Reference architecture and
related standards for Qatar Government agencies.
Infrastructure in this document is defined as: The generic (underlying) platform[s] consisting of
hardware, software and delivery platform upon which specific/customised capabilities (solutions,
applications and ICT services) may be deployed. The term platform used in this context covers
physical as well as technology infrastructure components.

This includes both the shared

infrastructure capabilities provided at WoG level as well as individual agency specific
capabilities.
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2 Document Structure
Infrastructure (Technical) Reference Model (TRM) document is structured as described below.


Goals and Benefits – describes goals set forth for TRM and benefits that can be realized by leveraging
TRM by both WoG and Agencies



Infrastructure Architecture – describes the Infrastructure Reference architecture that will be the
foundation for building application components and business services



Standards - lists the infrastructure related standards



Infrastructure Taxonomy – describes the common language used to classify Infrastructure services



How to Use the Reference Model? – describes how WoG and Agencies can use TRM to realize key benefits



Appendix 1: How can agencies create Infrastructure asset catalogue and application – infrastructure
asset mapping matrix? – provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
infrastructure asset catalogues aligned to the TRM taxonomy and also the Application -> Infrastructure
matrix using the Archi tooling



Appendix 2: Cloud Infrastructure standards – lists the cloud (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) related standards and
controls



Appendix 3: Bring Your Own Device standards – lists the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) standards and
controls



Appendix 4: Referenced International standards – list of Internal standards referenced for cloud related
standards



Appendix 5: Sample Cloud Responsibility matrix – provides a sample matrix capturing the responsibilities
of all cloud actors in a cloud solution context



Glossary – lists all the Acronyms used in the document and their expansions.
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3 Goals and Benefits
3.1 Goals
The goal of the Infrastructure Reference Model is to facilitate:


Provides guidance on Infrastructure Reference architecture and applicable standards



Standardization of the language / terminology related to classifying infrastructure assets across the
government entities



Linkages between other reference model entities like BRM, IRM, ARM. This helps in performing impact
analysis across the model elements



Planning infrastructure transformation initiatives e.g.: cloud

3.2 Benefits
At the WoG, the model supports the development and maintenance of common infrastructure
capabilities.
At the agency level, the model describes the infrastructure assets of the agency.
The benefits of TRM include:

TRM Benefits

WoG

Agencies



Complete view of Government-wide
infrastructure asset inventory will assist in
planning for cloud strategies



Creation of complete
inventory





Leverage shared infrastructure assets

Promotion of standardization and thus
improving overall manageability



Facilitation of Impact analysis of infrastructure
over delivered services



Identify end-of-life assets before they impact
mission critical services / applications



Facilitates planning of migrations of internal
infrastructure assets to cloud

Infrastructure Reference Model
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4 Infrastructure Architecture
Infrastructure Reference Architecture for Qatar Government is based on the following principles.


The changing nature of e-Government Services requirements means that the infrastructure must be:
o

flexible and reconfigurable to support different types of applications as needed

o

support agile provisioning capabilities to quickly address changing needs (e.g.: software defined
provisioning)



o

support dynamic automated scaling capabilities

o

easily manageable to support a proactive environment without compromising performance

Quality of Service and efficiencies expected from Government programs means that the infrastructure
must
o

Support the delivery of robust connectivity plus sufficient availability / resilience to meet or
exceed business need at the lowest possible cost

o

high utilization of infrastructure resources without compromising service / performance delivery

o

simplified management of the infrastructure through the use of appropriate tools

To effectively adhere to these principles, infrastructure reference architecture will leverage
leading technology trends in virtualization, software defined provisioning of resources /
containers, and cloud management services.
The technology building blocks that make up the infrastructure reference architecture are
provided as shared services by MoTC at WoG level. Agencies are expected to leverage WoG
shared capabilities as part of their e-Services development as per the policies defined in ‘Council
of Ministers’ Resolution No. (18) of 2010, on the Implementation of e-Government Policies’.
In this section, we will discuss the key components that make up the infrastructure reference
architecture. The diagram below shows the Infrastructure Reference Architecture.
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Figure 1 - Infrastructure Reference Architecture

Legend description:


Components color-coded in ‘Blue’ are existing infrastructure services provided by MoTC.



Components color-coded in ‘Maroon’ are the new capabilities that will be provided by MoTC.

Various constituents of the reference architecture are discussed below.

4.1 Consumers
Consumers of the Infrastructure services are


Applications – Various application resources leveraging the infrastructure services as hosting destination
and management. Agencies’ infrastructure teams can leverage the IaaS and other infrastructure services
to host and run these applications.



PaaS services – Various services provided as ‘Platform as a Service (PaaS)’ components using the
underlying PaaS foundation services. Agency developers can leverage the PaaS services to develop new
applications.

4.2 Cloud – PaaS Foundation
Platform as a Service foundational capabilities required to create a marketplace of functional
and technical services that can be provisioned on demand by users are listed below.


Cloud Controller – manages the deployment and management of applications installed in the PaaS
platform



Service Broker – Every service provisioned on the PaaS platform will require a Service Broker component.
This component Interprets calls to provision (create), bind, unbind, and de-provision (delete) and reserves
a service instance and delivers the reserved instance to the calling application

Infrastructure Reference Model
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Containers - Provides unit execution runtimes for applications in PaaS. E.g; Docker



Container Orchestrator - Manages how multiple containers are created, upgraded, and made highly
available. Orchestration also controls how containers are connected to build sophisticated applications
from multiple containers.

4.3 Cloud – IaaS
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) shared service capabilities that allows government agencies
to acquire IT computing resources with greater ease and speed. The IaaS cloud services will
leverage the underlying virtualized physical infrastructure components.


Software Defined Compute - Enables many virtualized compute environments (both virtual machines and
containers) to run concurrently on the same physical bare metal server providing high levels of server
utilization and capacity.



Software Defined Storage - Local storage of the physical hosts are aggregated into a high performance,
highly available virtualized software defined SAN.



Software Defined Networking - Provides a network overlay virtualizing the physical network to provide a
large number of customer defined networks (VxLAN), intelligent network routing, and microsegmentation for enhanced firewall capabilities. This provides the architecture with features such as rapid
provisioning, deployment, re-configuration and destruction of on demand virtual networks.



Backup as a Service – Provides backup and recovery services on demand as a cloud service.



Disaster Recovery as a Service – Provides Disaster Recovery and Business Resiliency capabilities as a
service to provide failover in the event of a man-made or natural catastrophe.

4.4 Facilities
Facilities and associated services provided as a shared capability to Government agencies.


Government Data Center - Existing shared service providing Data centers for hosting and monitoring
agencies’ compute and storage infrastructure



Government Contact Center - Existing shared service providing public with a single point of contact for all
queries and issues related to key Qatar government services

4.5 Connectivity
Network connectivity services provided at WoG level for all government agencies.


Government Network - Existing shared service providing secure and reliable network connectivity
between government agencies



IoT Edge Services - Edge services required for Internet of Things devices used for enabling Smart Nation
related services.
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o

Edge networks (fixed / wireless) - Edge communication infrastructure providing connectivity to
IoT devices and sensors

o

Edge routers (indoors / outdoors) – Routing devices deployed in both indoor and outdoor
environments

4.6 Government ICT Framework Agreement
ICT Framework agreement assists in procurement of common ICT licenses (such as Microsoft,
Oracle) delivering lower costs, faster procurement and better services. Agencies should
leverage the agreement to drive optimization of standard ICT services procurement.
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5

Standards

In order, for GEA, to achieve its overall aims, it is imperative that all government agencies
involved in the development of digital services comply with the associated standards.
The usage (compliance) information for a standard is essential to provide guidance and context
about the standard for users of the standards.

5.1 Compliance with the standards
5.1.1 Usage areas of the standards
Compliance levels for standards are defined for services depending on their usage area. Three
usage areas have been defined for the Government of Qatar. These are as follows:
 external to Government
- digital services that are consumed externally to Government
 across Government
- digital services that are consumed internally across Government
 internal to agencies
- digital services that are only consumed within a certain agency
These three usage areas provide coverage across all digital services within the Qatar
Government. Most standards will not have a single compliance level across all usage areas;
rather they will have varying compliance requirements for digital services provided within the
each different usage area. Hence the usage areas enable Qatar Government to provide
pragmatic guidance on the adoption and compliance with the standards across the government.

5.1.2 Level of compliance
Compliance levels for standards across each of the three usage areas listed
above are defined as one of:


mandatory
- the standard must always be followed
- non-compliance will have a severely negative impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance is not acceptable



recommended
- the standard should be followed
- non-compliance will have a negative impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance should be reviewed / justified



optional
- the standard is generally preferred
- non-compliance will have a low or negligible impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance is acceptable
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5.2 IT industry lifecycle status for standards
To help guide users of the GEA, each standard has also defined an indication of its lifecycle
status within the IT industry.
In situations where there are acceptable alternative standards, the use of the IT lifecycle status
will help guide digital service developers to judge which standard is most appropriate for their
requirements.
The IT industry lifecycle status applies the following adoption scale:


emerging
- the standard has been defined by an industry body
- however, there are relatively few products shipping supporting the standard
- the large vendors have not yet adopted the standard



mature
- the standard is generally preferred within the industry
- large vendors support the standard



declining
- the standard is being replaced by a different standard
- large vendors are moving away from the standard

5.3 Connectivity
5.3.1 Application layer protocols
5.3.1.1 Network monitoring and management
compliance for services
standard
Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

SNMP forms part of the internet protocol suite as defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). SNMP is used by network management systems to monitor network-attached devices
for conditions that warrant administrative attention. It consists of a set of standards for network
management, including an Application Layer protocol, a database schema, and a set of data
objects.
The SNMP's extensible design is achieved with management information bases (MIBs), which
specify the management data of a device subsystem, using a hierarchical namespace containing
object identifiers, implemented via ASN.1.
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The MIB hierarchy can be depicted as a tree with a nameless root, the levels of which are
assigned by different organizations. The top-level MIB object IDs belong to different standards
organizations, while lower-level object IDs are allocated by associated organizations. This model
permits management across all layers of the OSI reference model, extending into applications
such as databases, email, etc.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2571.txt
5.3.1.2 Data transfer over the Internet
compliance for services
Standard
SSH Secure File Transfer
Protocol (SFTP)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol) is a secure file transfer protocol. It runs over the SSH
protocol. It supports the full security and authentication functionality of SSH.
SFTP has pretty much replaced legacy FTP as a file transfer protocol, and is quickly replacing
FTP/S. It provides all the functionality offered by these protocols, but more securely and more
reliably, with easier configuration. There is basically no reason to use the legacy protocols any
more.
SFTP also protects against password sniffing and man-in-the-middle attacks. It protects the
integrity of the data using encryption and cryptographic hash functions, and authenticates both
the server and the user.
For further information about SFTP, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.ssh.com/ssh/sftp/
5.3.1.3 Multimedia data delivery over the Internet
compliance for services
standard
Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

optional

optional

optional

mature

The SIP is an application-layer control (signalling) protocol for creating, modifying, and
terminating sessions with one or more participants. These sessions include Internet telephone
calls, multimedia distribution, and multimedia conferences. It is widely used as a signalling
protocol for Voice over IP (VoIP), along with H.323 and others.
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SIP clients use TCP or UDP typically using port 5060 to connect to SIP servers and other SIP
endpoints. SIP is primarily used in setting up and tearing down voice or video calls. However, it
can be used in any application where session initiation is a requirement. These include Event
Subscription and Notification, Terminal mobility and so on. All voice/video communications are
done over separate session protocols, typically RTP.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3261.txt
compliance for services
standard
Real-Time Streaming
Protocol (RTSP)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

optional

optional

optional

mature

The Real Time Streaming Protocol, or RTSP, is an application-level protocol for control over the
delivery of data with real-time properties. RTSP provides an extensible framework to enable
controlled, on-demand delivery of real-time data, such as audio and video. Sources of data can
include both live data feeds and stored clips. This protocol is intended to control multiple data
delivery

sessions, provide a means for choosing delivery channels such as UDP, multicast

UDP and TCP, and provide a means for choosing delivery mechanisms based upon RTP (RFC
1889)
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2326
compliance for services
standard
H.323: Protocol standard for
audio-visual multimedia
communication

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

optional

optional

optional

mature

H.323 was designed to support real-time transfer of audio and video data over packet networks
like IP. The standard involves several different protocols covering specific aspects of Internet
telephony. H.323 is commonly used in Voice over IP (VoIP, Internet Telephony, or IP Telephony)
and Internet Protocol (IP)-based videoconferencing. Its purpose is thus similar to that of the
session initiation protocol (SIP).
H.323 supports call setup, teardown and forwarding/transfer. Architectural elements of a H.323
based system are terminals, multipoint control units (MCUs), gateways, an optional gatekeeper
and border elements. Different functions of H.323 run over either TCP or UDP.
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For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-H.323/e
compliance for services
standard

external to
Government

Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP)

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

recommended recommended recommended

mature

RSVP, described in RFC 2205, is a network layer protocol designed to reserve resources across
a network for an integrated services Internet. RSVP provides receiver-initiated setup of resource
reservations for multicast or unicast data flows, with scaling and robustness.
RSVP can be used by either hosts or routers to request or deliver specific levels of quality of
service (QoS) for application data streams or flows. RSVP defines how applications place
reservations and how they can relinquish the reserved resources once the need for them has
ended. RSVP operation will generally result in resources being reserved in each node along a
path.
RSVP is not itself a routing protocol and was designed to interoperate with current and future
routing protocols.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2205.txt

5.3.2 Physical layer protocols
This section lists the requirements for the network infrastructure hardware.
It is recommended that the infrastructure hardware be capable of supporting the protocols
detailed in this chapter. Security policies may dictate whether the protocols can be used or not,
but the hardware infrastructure should be able to support all the protocols if any of them are
required.
5.3.2.1 Physical layer media access control and media technology
compliance for services
standard
Ethernet

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

Infrastructure Reference Model
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Ethernet is a large, diverse family of frame-based computer networking technologies that
operates at many speeds for local area networks (LANs). The name comes from the physical
concept of the ether. It defines a number of wiring and signalling standards for the physical layer,
using network access at the Media Access Control (MAC)/Data Link Layer, and a common
addressing format.
Ethernet has been standardized as IEEE 802.3. The combination of the twisted pair versions of
Ethernet for connecting end systems to the network, with the fiber optic versions for site
backbones, has become the most widespread wired LAN technology in use from the 1990s to
the present, largely replacing competing LAN standards such as coaxial cable Ethernet, token
ring, FDDI, and ARCNET.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1042.txt

5.3.3 Transport layer protocols
5.3.3.1 Connection oriented packet transmission
compliance for services
standard

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP)

TCP is one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite, often simply referred to as TCP/IP.
Using TCP, applications on networked hosts can create connections to one another, over which
they can exchange streams of data using stream sockets. The protocol guarantees reliable and
in-order delivery of data from sender to receiver. TCP also distinguishes data for multiple
connections by concurrent applications (e.g. Web server and e-mail server) running on the same
host.
TCP supports many of the Internet's most popular application protocols and resulting
applications, including the World Wide Web, e-mail, File Transfer Protocol and Secure Shell.
In the Internet protocol suite, TCP is the intermediate layer between the Internet Protocol (IP)
below it, and an application above it. Applications often need reliable pipe-like connections to
each other, whereas the Internet Protocol does not provide such streams, but rather only best
effort delivery (i.e., unreliable packets). TCP does the task of the transport layer in the simplified
OSI model of computer networks.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc793.html
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5.3.3.2 Connectionless packet transmission
compliance for services
standard

User Datagram Protocol

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

recommended recommended recommended

(UDP)

mature

UDP is one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite. Using UDP, programs on
networked computers can send short messages sometimes known as datagrams (using
datagram sockets) to one another.
UDP does not provide the reliability and ordering that TCP does. Datagrams may arrive out of
order, appear duplicated, or go missing without being noticed. Without the overhead of
checking whether every packet has actually arrived, UDP is faster and more efficient for many
lightweight or time-sensitive purposes. Also, its stateless nature is useful for servers that
answer small queries from huge numbers of clients. Compared to TCP, UDP is required for
broadcast (send to all on local network) and multicast (send to all subscribers).
Common network applications that use UDP include the domain name system (DNS),
streaming media applications such as IPTV, Voice over IP (VoIP), Trivial File Transfer Protocol
(TFTP) and online games.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this
link: http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc768.html

5.3.4 Network layer protocols
5.3.4.1 Internet protocol for data communication
compliance for services
standard

Internet Protocol (IP) v4

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

IPv4 is the fourth iteration of the Internet protocol (IP) and it is the first version of the protocol to
be widely deployed. The Internet protocol is a data-oriented protocol used for communicating
data across a packet-switched internetwork.
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IPv4 is a data-oriented protocol to be used on a packet switched internetwork (e.g. Ethernet). It
is a best effort protocol in that it doesn't guarantee delivery. It doesn't make any guarantees on
the correctness of the data; it may result in duplicated packets and/or packets out-of-order.
These aspects are addressed by an upper layer protocol (e.g. TCP, and partly by UDP). IP is a
network layer protocol in the Internet protocol suite and is encapsulated in a data link layer
protocol (e.g. Ethernet). As a lower layer protocol, IP provides the service of communicable
unique global addressing amongst computers.
Data from an upper layer protocol is encapsulated inside one or more packets/datagrams. No
circuit setup is needed before a host tries to send packets to a host it has previously not
communicated with, thus IP is a connectionless protocol.
Because of the abstraction provided by encapsulation, IP can be used over a heterogeneous
network (i.e. a network connecting two computers can be any mix of Ethernet, ATM, Wi-Fi etc)
and it makes no difference to the upper layer protocols.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc0791.txt

compliance for services
standard

Internet Protocol (IP) v6

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

recommended recommended recommended

emerging

IPv6 is the next generation protocol to replace the current version, IPv4. IPv6 resolves a
number of issues in IPv4, such as the limited number of available IPv4 addresses.
IPv4 supports 232 (about 4.3 billion) addresses, which is inadequate for giving even one
address to every living person, let alone supporting embedded and portable devices. IPv6,
however, supports 2128 addresses; this is approximately 5×1028 addresses for each of the
roughly 6.5 billion people alive today, or roughly 7 addresses for every atom of every person
on Earth.
In addition, IPv6 also adds many improvements to IPv4 in areas such as routing and network
auto configuration.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2460.txt
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5.3.4.2 IP datagram error message generation
compliance for services
standard

Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

ICMP is one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite. It is chiefly used by networked
computers' operating systems to send error messages—indicating, for instance, that a
requested service is not available or that a host or router could not be reached.
ICMP differs in purpose from TCP and UDP in that it is usually not used directly by user network
applications. One exception is the ping tool, which sends ICMP Echo Request messages (and
receives Echo Response messages) to determine whether a host is reachable and how long
packets take to get to and from that host.
ICMP messages are constructed at the IP layer, usually from a normal IP datagram that has
generated an ICMP response. IP encapsulates the appropriate ICMP message with a new IP
header (to get the ICMP message back to the original sending host) and transmits the resulting
datagram in the usual manner.
Although ICMP messages are contained within standard IP datagrams, ICMP messages are
usually processed as a special case, distinguished from normal IP processing, rather than
processed as a normal sub-protocol of IP. In many cases, it is necessary to inspect the contents
of the ICMP message and deliver the appropriate error message to the application that
generated the original IP packet, the one that prompted the sending of the ICMP message.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc792.txt
5.3.4.3 IP address resolution from hardware address
compliance for services
standard

Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature
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ARP is the method for finding a host's hardware address when only its network layer address
is known. Due to the overwhelming prevalence of IPv4 and Ethernet, ARP is primarily used to
translate IP addresses to Ethernet MAC addresses. It is also used for IP over other LAN
technologies, such as Token Ring, FDDI, or IEEE 802.11, and for IP over ATM.
ARP is used in four cases of two hosts communicating:


When two hosts are on the same network and one desires to send a packet to the
other



When two hosts are on different networks and must use a gateway/router to reach the
other host



When a router needs to forward a packet for one host through another router



When a router needs to forward a packet from one host to the destination host on the
same network

The first case is used when two hosts are on the same physical network (that is, they can directly
communicate without going through a router). The last three cases are the most used over the
Internet as two computers on the internet are typically separated by more than 3 hops.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc826.html

compliance for services
standard

Reverse Address Resolution
Protocol (RARP)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

optional

optional

optional

mature

RARP is a network layer protocol used to resolve an IP address from a given hardware address
(e.g. an Ethernet address). It has been rendered obsolete by BOOTP and the more modern
DHCP, which both support a much greater feature set than RARP.
The primary limitations of RARP are that each MAC must be manually configured on a central
server, and that the protocol only conveys an IP address. This leaves configuration of subnetting, gateways, and other information to other protocols or the user.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc903.txt
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5.3.5 Network services
5.3.5.1 Request and obtain an IP address from a server
compliance for services
standard

Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

DHCP is a set of rules used by communications devices such as a computer, router or network
adapter to allow the device to request and obtain an IP address from a server which has a list
of addresses available for assignment.
DHCP is a protocol used by networked computers (clients) to obtain IP addresses and other
parameters such as the default gateway, subnet mask, and IP addresses of DNS servers from
a DHCP server. It facilitates access to a network because these settings would otherwise have
to be made manually for the client to participate in the network.
The DHCP server ensures that all IP addresses are unique, e.g. no IP address is assigned to
a second client while the first client's assignment is valid. Thus IP address pool management
is done by the server and not by a human network administrator.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2131.txt
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5.3.5.2 Translation of domain names to IP addresses
compliance for services
standard

Domain Name Service (DNS)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

DNS stores and associates many types of information with domain names; most importantly, it
translates domain names (computer hostnames) to IP addresses. It also lists mail exchange
servers accepting e-mail for each domain. In providing a worldwide keyword-based redirection
service, DNS is an essential component of contemporary Internet use.
Pre-eminently, the DNS makes it possible to assign Internet destinations to the human
organization or concern they represent, independently of the physical routing hierarchy
represented by the numerical IP address.
The DNS also distributes the responsibility for assigning domain names and mapping them to
IP networks by allowing an authoritative server for each domain to keep track of its own changes,
avoiding the need for a central registrar to be continually consulted and updated.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1035.txt
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5.3.6 Network topology
5.3.6.1 Wide area network (WAN) data-carrying service for circuit and packet switched clients
compliance for services
standard

Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

recommended recommended recommended

mature

MPLS is a data-carrying mechanism which emulates some properties of a circuit-switched
network over a packet-switched network. MPLS operates at an OSI Model layer that is
generally considered to lie between traditional definitions of Layer 2 (data link layer) and Layer
3 (network layer), and thus is often referred to as a "Layer 2.5" protocol.
It was designed to provide a unified data-carrying service for both circuit-based clients and
packet-switching clients which provide a datagram service model. It can be used to carry many
different kinds of traffic, including IP packets, as well as native ATM, SONET, and Ethernet
frames.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3031.txt

compliance for services
standard

Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM)

IT standard

external to

across

internal to

lifecycle

Government

Government

agencies

status

optional

mature

recommended recommended

ATM is a high-performance, cell-oriented switching and multiplexing technology that utilizes
fixed-length packets to carry different types of traffic. ATM is a technology that will enable
carriers to capitalize on a number of opportunities through multiple ATM classes of services;
high-speed local-area network (LAN) interconnection; voice, video, and future multimedia
applications in business markets in the short term; and in community and residential markets in
the longer term.
In ATM networks, all information is formatted into fixed-length cells consisting of 48 bytes (8 bits
per byte) of payload and 5 bytes of cell header. The fixed cell size ensures that time-critical
information such as voice or video is not adversely affected by long data frames or packets. The
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header is organized for efficient switching in high-speed hardware implementations and carries
payload-type information, virtual-circuit identifiers, and header error check.
5.3.6.2 Local and metropolitan area network connectivity
compliance for services
standard
Local Area Networks and
Metropolitan Area Networks
(802.1 LAN/MAN)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

IEEE 802.1 refers to a family of IEEE standards dealing with local area networks and
metropolitan area networks. More specifically, the IEEE 802.1 standards are restricted to
networks carrying variable-size packets.
The services and protocols specified in IEEE 802.1 map to the lower two layers (Data Link and
Physical) of the seven-layer OSI networking reference model.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ieee802.org/1/
5.3.6.3 Virtual local area network
compliance for services
standard
Virtual LAN (802.1Q)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

IEEE 802.1Q is a standard mechanism to allow multiple bridged networks to transparently
share the same physical network link without leakage of information between networks. IEEE
802.1Q is also the mostly used name of the encapsulation protocol used to implement this
mechanism over Ethernet networks.
IEEE 802.1Q defines the meaning of a virtual VLAN with respect to the specific conceptual
model supporting bridging at the MAC layer and to the spanning tree protocol. This protocol
allows for individual VLANs to communicate with one another with the use of a layer-3
(network) router.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.1Q-2005.pdf
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5.3.6.4 Virtual private network
compliance for services
standard
Transport Layer Security
(TLS)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

mature

Transport Layer Security (TLS) and its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), both
frequently referred to as "SSL", are cryptographic protocols that provide communications
security over a computer network.
TLS defines a mechanism to encrypt and maintain data integrity for communications over a
virtual private network (VPN). It can be used either for tunnelling the entire network stack, as in
the OpenVPN (an open standard VPN) project, or for securing what is, essentially, a web proxy.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246
5.3.6.5 Port based network access control
compliance for services
standard
Port based network access
control (802.1X)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

recommended recommended recommended

mature

IEEE 802.1X provides authentication to devices attached to a LAN port, establishing a point-topoint connection or preventing access from that port if authentication fails. It is used for certain
closed wireless access points, and is based on the extensible authentication protocol (EAP).
802.1X is available on certain network switches, and can be configured to authenticate hosts
which are equipped with supplicant software, denying unauthorized access to the network at the
data link layer.
Upon detection of the new client (supplicant), the port on the switch (authenticator) will be
enabled and set to the "unauthorized" state. In this state, only 802.1X traffic will be allowed;
other traffic, such as DHCP and HTTP, will be blocked at the data link layer.
The authenticator will send out the EAP-Request identity to the supplicant, the supplicant will
then send out the EAP-response packet that the authenticator will forward to the authenticating
server.
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The authenticating server can accept or reject the EAP-Request; if it accepts the request, the
authenticator will set the port to the "authorized" mode and normal traffic will be allowed.
When the supplicant logs off, he will send an EAP-logoff message to the authenticator. The
authenticator will then set the port to the "unauthorized" state, once again blocking all non-EAP
traffic.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.1X-2001.pdf
5.3.6.6 Wireless network connectivity
compliance for services
Standard

external to
Government

Wireless Local Area Network
(802.11g)

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

Wireless Local Area Network
(802.11b)

optional

optional

optional

mature

Wireless Local Area Network
(802.11a)

optional

optional

optional

mature

IEEE 802.11 denotes a set of wireless LANs (WLAN) standards and is also known by the brand
Wi-Fi.
The 802.11 family currently includes six over-the-air modulation techniques that all use the
same protocol. The most popular techniques are those defined by the b, a, and g amendments
to the original standard; security was originally included and was later enhanced via the 802.11i
amendment. 802.11n is another modulation technique that has recently been developed; the
standard is still under development, although products designed based on draft versions of the
standard are being sold.
Other standards in the family (c–f, h, j) are service enhancements and extensions or
corrections to previous specifications. 802.11b was the first widely accepted wireless
networking standard, followed by 802.11a and 802.11g.
802.11b and 802.11g standards use the 2.40 GHz (gigahertz) band, operating (in the United
States) under Part 15 of the FCC Rules and Regulations. Due to this choice of frequency band,
802.11b and 802.11g equipment can incur interference from microwave ovens, cordless
telephones, Bluetooth devices, and other appliances using this same band. The 802.11a
standard uses the 5 GHz band, and is therefore not affected by products operating on the 2.4
GHz band.
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For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/802.11.html
compliance for services
standard
Wireless Metropolitan Area
Network (802.16)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

IEEE 802.16 is a formal specification for the global deployment of broadband wireless
metropolitan area networks (WMAN).
Although the 802.16 family of standards is officially called WirelessMAN, it has been dubbed
“WiMax” by an industry group called The WiMax Forum. The mission of the Forum is to
promote and certify compatibility and interoperability of broadband wireless products. The
acronym WiMax expands to "Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access".
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/802.16.html
compliance for services
standard
WiFi Protected Access
(WPA/WPA2)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

mandatory

emerging

WPA and WPA2 are a class of systems to secure wireless (Wi-Fi) computer networks. It was
created in response to several serious weaknesses researchers had found in the previous
system, Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). WPA implements the majority of the IEEE 802.11i
standard, and was intended as an intermediate measure to take the place of WEP while 802.11i
was prepared. WPA is designed to work with all wireless network interface cards, but not
necessarily with first generation wireless access points.
WPA2 implements the full standard, but will not work with some older network cards. WPA2
implements the mandatory elements of 802.11i. In particular, in addition to TKIP and the Michael
algorithm, it introduces a new AES-based algorithm, CCMP, that is considered fully secure.
From March 13, 2006, WPA2 certification is mandatory for all new devices wishing to be Wi-Fi
certified.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.11i-2004.pdf
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5.4 Infrastructure
5.4.1 Processor architecture
compliance for services
standard
x86

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

x86 is the generic name of a microprocessor architecture, first developed and manufactured by
Intel.
The architecture has twice been extended to a larger word size. In 1985, Intel released the 32bit 386 to replace the 16-bit 286. This extension to the x86 architecture is commonly called IA32 (an abbreviation for Intel Architecture, 32-bit), but is also referred to as i386, x86-32, or simply
Intel Architecture.
In 2003, AMD inc. further extended the architecture to 64 bits, variously called x86-64, AMD64
(AMD's branding), Intel 64 (Intel's branding, formerly EM64T or IA-32e) and x64 (Microsoft and
Sun Microsystems' vendor-neutral naming convention). Intel 64 should not be confused with the
unrelated IA-64 architecture.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.x86-guide.com/

compliance for services
standard
POWER Architecture

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

optional

optional

optional

mature
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Power Architecture is a broad term to describe similar RISC instruction sets for microprocessors
developed and manufactured by such companies as IBM.
IBM System z, or earlier IBM eServer zSeries, is a brand name designated by IBM to all its
mainframe computers. Z / Architecture, initially and briefly called ESA Modal Extensions
(ESAME), refers to IBM's 64-bit computing architecture for the current generation of IBM
mainframe computers.
Itanium is a family of 64-bit Intel microprocessors that implement the Intel Itanium architecture
(formerly called IA-64). The processors are marketed for use in enterprise servers and highperformance computing systems. The architecture originated at Hewlett Packard (HP), and was
later jointly developed by HP and Intel.
Alpha, originally known as Alpha AXP, was a 64-bit reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
instruction set architecture (ISA) developed by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Alpha
supports both the OpenVMS operating system and Tru64 UNIX.
For further information, interested readers can follow this link:
Power Architecture http://www-03.ibm.com/technology/power/
Itanium http://www.intel.com/products/processor/itanium/
Mainframe http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/z/

5.5 Cloud – IaaS and PaaS
Cloud infrastructure standards and controls required to be followed by government agencies
while adopting / implementing cloud technologies are listed in Appendix 2.

5.6 Bring Your Own Device standards and controls
Standards for adopting Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) principles in government agencies are
listed in Appendix 3.
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6 Infrastructure Reference Taxonomy
The infrastructure reference taxonomy constitutes of five infrastructure domains, which are
further subdivided into infrastructure areas. This section will explain the infrastructure domains
and grouping areas.
The functional areas color coded in Blue denote the focus areas for WoG and good candidates
for shared infrastructural services delivered by MoTC. Rest of the functional areas (color coded
in white) are individual agency specific focus areas.

Figure 2 - Infrastructure domains

The five high level Infrastructure domains are shown in the figure below.
Domain

Description
Includes infrastructure that combines the right mix of traditional IT,
managed and public clouds to meet business and IT goals, to be able

Hybrid IT Infrastructure

to integrate new technologies where needed and maintain legacy
systems where appropriate
Includes the connectivity that describes the areas needed to allow
efficient

communication

between

devices

via

email,

instant

messaging, chat rooms, telephone, video telephone calls, and video
Connectivity

conferencing. A network allows sharing of files, data, and other types
of information giving authorised users the ability to access information
stored on other computers on the network. Also, it includes the new
concept of multiple levels of network virtualization.
It addresses how and/or where a particular asset acquired, deployed,

Facilities

and operated.
Includes technological devices, techniques or achievements that
employ the most current and high-level IT developments, which will

Emerging Technologies

have direct impact on how IT delivers services to the business over
the next few years
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Includes the end user equipment that provides the physical interfaces
End-User Equipment

between end users and provided suite of user applications. Includes
instruments and devices for a particular purpose or use.

The complete infrastructure reference taxonomy is captured in the diagram below.

Figure 3 - Infrastructure Taxonomy
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6.1 Hybrid IT Infrastructure

Figure 4 - Hybrid IT Infrastructure Domain

Name

Description
Includes a hybrid infrastructure that combines the right mix of traditional

1 Hybrid IT
Infrastructure Domain

IT, managed and public clouds to meet business and IT goals, to be able
to integrate new technologies where needed and maintain legacy systems
where appropriate

1.1 Virtualized

Includes virtualized infrastructure resources such as a hardware platform,

infrastructure

Operating System (OS), or storage device.
Includes computing resources that can be managed programmatically,
allowing the resource to be monitored and controlled using an API. This

1.2 SD-Compute

means the resource can be made to operate within guidelines, policies and
company-defined constraints. Furthermore, it is possible to change the
policies and constraints, and have the computing environment change
itself in runtime

1.3 SD-Storage

Includes the policy-based provisioning and management of data storage
independent of the underlying hardware
Includes Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which is a service model that

1.4 IaaS

delivers computer infrastructure on an outsourced basis to support
enterprise operations. Typically, IaaS provides hardware, storage, servers
and data centre space or network components
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Includes Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Application platform as a Service
(aPaaS), which is a category of cloud computing services that provides a
1.5 PaaS

platform allowing customers to develop, run, and manage applications
without the complexity of building and maintaining the infrastructure
typically associated with developing and launching an app
Includes Software as a Service (SaaS), which is a software distribution

1.6 SaaS

model in which a third-party provider hosts applications and makes them
available to customers
Includes container technology components.

Containers provide a

convenient way to implement per-process isolation, which makes them
1.7 Containers

well-suited for the development of microservices, in which applications are
constructed as a suite of small services that run as separate processes
and communicate through lightweight network-based mechanisms.
Includes edge computing components. Edge computing is a method of
optimising cloud computing systems by performing data processing at the

1.8 Edge Computing

edge of the network, near the source of the data. This reduces the
communications bandwidth needed between sensors and the central
datacentre by performing analytics and knowledge generation at or near
the source of the data

1.9 Traditional Compute

1.10 Traditional Storage

Traditional dedicated bare metal compute hardware servers
Traditional technology consisting of computer components and recording
media used to retain digital data.
Includes computer programs, implemented in either software or firmware,

1.11 Operating System

which acts as an intermediary between users of a computer and the
computer hardware.
Specialised hardware covers industrial scale peripherals that connect to

1.12 Specialized

networks such as; 3D manufacturing printers, industrial tooling and

Hardware

machinery, large scale commercial printers, MRI scanners, Radio
Telescopes etc.

1.13 Security Hardware

Hardware used for the improvement of information system equipment
security e.g.: Firewalls, cryptographic equipment, etc.
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6.2 Connectivity

Figure 5 - Connectivity Domain

Name

Description
Includes the connectivity that describes the areas needed to allow efficient
communication between devices via email, instant messaging, chat
rooms, telephone, video telephone calls, and video conferencing. A

2 Connectivity

network allows sharing of files, data, and other types of information giving
authorised users the ability to access information stored on other
computers on the network. Also, it includes the new concept of various
levels of network virtualization technologies
Includes virtualized networks. Network virtualization (NV) creates logical
segments in an existing network by dividing the network logically at the

2.1 Network
Virtualization

flow level.

NV is an overlay; it’s a tunnel. Rather than physically

connecting two domains in a network, NV creates a tunnel through the
existing network to connect two domains. NV is valuable because it saves
administrators from having to physically wire up each new domain
connection, especially for virtual machines that get created
Includes virtualized network functions. Network Functions Virtualization
(NFV) is virtualizing Layer 4-7 functions such as firewall or IDPS, or even
load balancing (application delivery controllers). NFV uses best practices

2.2 Network Functions

as base policies and configurations for different network elements. If you

Virtualization

have a specific tunnel you’re punching through the infrastructure, you can
add a firewall or IDS/IPS to just that tunnel. The popular functions for this
are firewalls and IDS/IPS systems from companies like PLUMgrid or
Embrane.
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Includes networks programmatically defined and provisioned. Software
Defined Networking (SDN) uses canned processes to provision the
2.3 Software Defined
Networking

network. SDN makes the network programmable by separating the control
plane (telling the network what goes where) from the data plane (sending
packets to specific destinations). It relies on switches that can be
programmed through an SDN controller using an industry standard control
protocol, such as OpenFlow.

2.4 Traditional
Networking

2.5 Edge networking

2.6 Communications
Hardware

Includes traditional physical network infrastructure, which is a broad term
covering the various forms of basic hardware and software that comprise
the foundation of a network
Includes mesh wireless technologies and gateways to connect IoT devices
and sensors to data centers
Communications Hardware refers broadly to hardware intended primarily
to create a link to the network from the user or another computational
device. e.g.: Antenna, radio, satellite, Tactical data links

6.3 Facilities

Figure 6 - Facilities

Name

Description
Communications Hardware refers broadly to hardware intended primarily

3 Facilities

to create a link to the network from the user or another computational
device. e.g.: Antenna, radio, satellite, Tactical data links
A data centre is a facility used to house computer systems and associated
components, such as telecommunications and storage systems.

3.1 Data Center

Depending on the tier it generally includes redundant or backup power
supplies, redundant data communications connections, environmental
controls
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Includes things that are paid for, but not really used – can be found both
in on premise data centres and in the cloud. IT leaders should learn to
3.2 Stranded Capacity

focus not just on uptime and availability, but also on capacity, utilization
and density. Fixing this can extend the life of an existing data centre and
reduce operating expenditures from providers
An operations centre is designed to monitor IT assets deployed elsewhere

3.3 Operations Center

on an enterprise network. There are many different kinds of operations
centres, including "Network Operations Centre" (NOC) and "Security
Operations Centre" (SOC).

3.4 Call Center

Facility providing contact center / call desk capabilities for end users or
internal users to call in to get information or report issues
Office is any physical location/building intended to be a destination for

3.5 Office

actual individuals to regularly report for work functions, including locations
primarily devoted to research, development, and/or science.
Field includes any active deployment outside of traditional staff facilities,

3.6 Field Facility

including anything from highway gantries to on-site research and datagathering.

6.4 Emerging Technologies

Figure 7 - Emerging Technologies Domain

Name

Description
Includes technological devices, techniques or achievements that employ

4 Emerging
Technologies

the most current and high-level IT developments, which will have direct
impact on how IT delivers services to the business over the next few years

4.1 Internet of Things

Includes all the Internet of Things (IoT) devices / sensors, edge
infrastructure for implementing smarter solutions
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4.2 Blockchain

Includes specialized hardware required to run highly secured blockchain

specialized hardware

networks. e.g.: IBM HSBN – High Security Business Network
Includes the drone technology devices, which includes activities such as

4.3 Drones

supervising ongoing capital investment programmes, monitoring the
progress of projects, managing maintenance of existing infrastructure,
handling tasks in hazardous areas and conducting asset inventories
Includes Augmented Reality (AR), which involves overlaying information

4.4 Augmented Reality

or visuals on the user’s view of the physical world. Delivered through
connected devices, this “augmentation” of the real world has a wide range
of potential uses in infrastructure projects, not least at the planning stage

6.5 End-User Equipment

Figure 8 - End-User Equipment Domain

Name

Description
Includes the end user equipment that provides the physical interfaces

5 End-User Equipment

between end users and a provided suite of user applications.
Includes Bring your own device (BYOD) [also called bring your own
technology (BYOT), bring your own phone (BYOP), and bring your own

5.1 Bring Your Own
Device

Personal Computer (BYOPC)] and it refers to the policy of permitting
employees to bring personally owned devices (laptops, tablets, and smart
phones) to their workplace, and to use those devices to access privileged
company information and applications. The phenomenon is commonly
referred to as IT consumerization
Includes user equipment that is typically designed to perform a specific

5.2 Desktop-Equipment

function operated at a desk and powered by a dedicated power line and
cannot be used away from dedicated outlets
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Includes user peripherals, which are computer devices that are not part of
the essential computer (i.e. the memory and microprocessor). User
5.3 User Peripheral

peripheral devices are external. The human–computer interface can be
described as the point of communication between the human user and the
computer, and, as such, all devices that primarily facilitate such ongoing
interactions are grouped here e.g.: Printers, scanners

5.4 Mobility equipment

Agency provided mobile devices that include laptops, tablets, mobile
phones, radio devices, cameras for business use
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7 How to use the Reference model?
7.1 Create a complete IT asset management inventory and plan for
infrastructure enhancement projects
Agency Infrastructure assets mapped against the common TRM taxonomy will create agency
wide IT asset management inventory.

This will help in identifying redundancies and also

consolidation opportunities.
When combined with Business Reference Model (BRM), analysis can be made to identify
Service / IT Quality of Service requirements and plan for upgrades / enhancements. Impact
analysis can be made in combination with Business Reference Model (BRM), Information
Reference model (IRM), and Application Reference Model (ARM) so that the enhancement
projects are executed with minimal disruptions to existing environment.

7.2 Identify opportunities for shared infrastructure services and cloud
initiatives
Having a complete view of infrastructure assets within agencies as well as across agencies will
help Infrastructure management planners to effectively plan for consolidation, sharing and new
cloud migration opportunities.
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8 Appendix 1: How can agencies create infrastructure assets

catalogue and application – infrastructure asset mapping
matrix?
This section provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
1.

agency specific infrastructure assets catalogues aligned to the TRM taxonomy

2.

matrix capturing relationships between Applications and infrastructure assets hosting the applications.

These instructions are targeted for agency Enterprise architects.

Basic understanding of

Archimate 3.0 notation standards and Archi tool usage is required.
Disclaimer: In this document, ‘Archi’ – an open source Enterprise Architecture (EA) modelling
tool based on Archimate 3.0 is used to demonstrate the agency specific catalogue and matrix
creation. However, Qatar Government may procure an EA modelling tool that is based on
Archimate 3.0 notation standards. Agencies are expected to use the instructions specified in
this document as a guidance and follow EA tool specific instructions while creating respective
artefacts. Artefacts created using Archi tooling can also be imported into any archimate 3.0
compliant EA tool.

8.1 Agency specific infrastructure assets creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create infrastructure assets catalogue
aligned with the Infrastructure Reference taxonomy using Archi tool.

8.1.1 Create list of Agency’s infrastructure assets
1.

Open the ‘Qatar GEA.archimate’ file using Archi tool.

2.

You will see the reference models as shown below in the tool.
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3.

Expand the folder structure Technology & Physical -> Catalogue -> and create a new folder for capturing
portfolio of applications managed by agency. Let’s call it ‘Agency A infrastructure assets’

4.

Start creating agency’s infrastructure assets under this folder by right clicking on the new folder ‘Agency
A infrastructure assets -> New -> Technology Service.

5.

Give the new Infrastructure Asset a name, documentation (descriptive text). It is advisable to provide a
numerical or alpha numerical identifier as part of the infrastructure asset. e.g.: A.1.9 Virtualized Intel
Blade server farm. Click on Properties tab and add the following custom properties - Agency: Name of the
agency.
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6.

Repeat steps 4-5 until you have defined all the applications that are part of agency’s infrastructure
assets inventory.

8.1.2 Categorize agency’s infrastructure assets as per the infrastructure reference
taxonomy
Categorization is done by creating ‘association’ relationship between agency infrastructure
assets and the infrastructure reference taxonomy categories. Step by step instructions are
provided below.
1.

Navigate to the folder Views -> Taxonomy and right click on ‘Infrastructure Taxonomy’ and select
‘Duplicate’. A copy of the view is created. Move the newly created copy to the taxonomy to Views ->
Catalogue folder and rename it to ‘Agency A infrastructure assets catalogue’.

2.

Open the newly created view. Navigate to Technology & Physical -> Catalogue -> Agency A infrastructure
assets and drag and drop all the infrastructure assets from the folder to the newly created view.
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3.

Next step is to establish relationships between the agency infrastructure asset and the taxonomy
category. On the right side Palette, select the magic marker (1st icon). Click on the source entity - agency
infrastructure asset (e.g.: A.1.9 Virtualized Intel Blade server farm) - and then the target entity – taxonomy
category that closely matches as a categorization for the infrastructure asset (e.g.: in this case 1.1
Virtualized infrastructure). The magic marker will prompt you to select a relationship type. Choose
‘associated to’. A relationship is automatically established between the two entities.

4.

Repeat step 3 until you complete mapping all the infrastructure assets to appropriate taxonomy
categories.
This completes the agency specific infrastructure assets catalogue creation.

You may rearrange, the services and taxonomy categories to better organize the catalogue
visually. You may also remove unwanted taxonomy elements from the view by selecting
‘Delete from View’ option. Caution: Do not select ‘Delete from Model’ as it will remove the
element from the whole GEA model. ‘Delete from View’ will remove the element only from
that particular view.

8.1.3 Create Application – Infrastructure asset matrix
1.

Navigate to Views -> Matrices and create ‘Agency A Application – Infrastructure asset’ view.

2.

Drag all the Agency A applications from Application -> Catalogues -> Agency A applications catalogue in to
the new view.

3.

Drag all the infrastructure assets used by Agency A from Technology & Physical -> Catalogues -> Agency A
infrastructure assets in to the new view.
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4.

Using the magic marker from the palette, click on an application (A1.8 Document management system)
and the infrastructure asset hosting the application (e.g.: A.1.9 Virtualized Intel Blade server farm). Select
‘Served by’ as the relationship type. You should see a relationship like the one shown below established.

5.

Repeat step 6 until you have mapped all the applications to infrastructure assets hosting them.

This completes the Agency’s Application – Infrastructure asset matrix.
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9 Appendix 2: Cloud Infrastructure standards and controls
Cloud Infrastructure standards classification and grouping is influenced by Cloud Computing
Reference Architecture (CCRA)

9.1 CCRA Framework
The Cloud Computing Reference Architecture (CCRA) is a blueprint for architecting cloud
computing solutions. It provides a simple and unambiguous taxonomy of three service models
available to cloud consumers: cloud software as a service (SaaS), cloud platform as a
service(PaaS), and cloud infrastructure as a service(IaaS). It also defines five major actors:
cloud consumer, cloud provider, cloud carrier, cloud auditor and cloud broker.

Figure 9 - Cloud Computing Reference Architecture

And finally, the definition provides a unifying view of five essential characteristics that all cloud
services exhibit: on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid
elasticity, and measured service.
We structured the cloud controls for Qatar Government across 10 domains covering technical,
security and governance aspects of hybrid IT infrastructure involved.
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Figure 10 - Cloud controls domain

Brief descriptions of the 10 domains identified are provided below.


Governance: Cloud computing governance is a view of Government agencies’ (including MoTC and
other agencies) IT governance focused on accountability, defining decision rights and balancing
benefit or value, risk, and resources in an environment embracing cloud computing. Cloud computing
governance creates business-driven policies and principles that establish the appropriate degree of
investments and control around the lifecycle process for cloud computing services.



Cloud Actors: Cloud Actors describe five major actors with their roles and responsibilities using the
newly developing Cloud Computing Taxonomy which will be the core for the governmental cloud
contributors, these core individuals have key roles in the realm of cloud computing. Each actor is an
entity (a person or an organization) that participates in a transaction or process and/or performs
tasks in cloud computing.

Actor

Definition

Cloud Consumer

A person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and
uses service from, Cloud Providers.

Cloud Provider

A person, organization, or entity responsible for making a service available
to interested parties.

Cloud Auditor

A party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services,
information system operations, performance and security of the cloud
implementation.
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Cloud Broker

An entity that manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud services,
and negotiates relationships between Cloud Providers and Cloud
Consumers.

Cloud Carrier

An intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services
from Cloud Providers to Cloud Consumers.



Cloud Service Orchestration: Cloud orchestration is an end-to-end automation workflow or
process that coordinates multiple lower-level automations to deliver a resource or set of
resources “as a service.” Cloud orchestration is typically delivered by a cloud management
platform (CMP). that includes a number of layers of functionality:
o

API and web portal / catalog access

o

A service management layer that presents service offerings and allows users or
automation processes to customize those service offers in real-time before deploying

o

An orchestration layer that handles the control, governance, coordination aspects of the
service delivery processes

o

A resource management layer that handles open and abstracted interfacing to all
resources whether they be bare metal servers, networking, virtualization, services,
applications, etc…



Interoperability / Portability: Mechanisms to support Interoperability and portability should be
built into the cloud solution by providers. Data portability is the ability of cloud consumers to
copy data objects into or out of a cloud or to use a disk for bulk data transfer. Service
interoperability is the ability of cloud consumers to use their data and services across multiple
cloud providers with a unified management interface. System portability allows the migration
of a fully-stopped virtual machine instance or a machine image from one provider to another
provider, or migrate applications and services and their contents from one service provider
to another.



Business Continuity and Resiliency Services: Business continuity and resiliency services
designed to help keeping critical business processes running under virtually any conditions (e.g.
Speeding disaster recovery, Mitigating the business impacts of a disaster, Ensuring that
processes, systems and data are highly available, Improving resiliency and operational
performance, Positioning the organization for growth). Qatar Government agencies’ cloud
solutions shall comply with controls and standards for BCRS SLAs, Software Defined Data Centers
and Data Center stranded capacity techniques.



Cloud Management (Operations Support Services): OSS shows the components within each of
the component categories related to Operational Support Systems.
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Figure 11 - OSS Component Model



Cloud Management (Business Support Services): BSS shows the components within each of the
component categories related to Business Support Systems. A business support system (BSS)
enables multi-tier resource usage accounting and billing. BSS functions include the following
components which gradually should be adopted within governmental cloud to offer a multitiered, multi-tenant approach with multi-level self-service enablement.

Figure 12 - BSS Component Model
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Cloud Service Models:
o Software as a Service (SaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to use the
provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible
from various client devices through either a thin client interface, such as a web browser
(e.g., web-based email) or a program interface.
The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure
including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual
application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific
application configuration settings.
o

Platform as a Service (PaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto
the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using
programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider.

The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure
including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over
the deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for the applicationhosting environment.
o

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to provision
processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the
consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating
systems and applications.

The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but
has control over operating systems, storage, and deployed applications, and
possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., host firewalls).
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Figure 13 - Cloud Service Models



Security: Cloud-based systems in government must address security requirements such as
authentication, authorization, availability, confidentiality, identity management, integrity, audit,
security monitoring, incident response, and security policy management. While these security
requirements are not new, this document discusses cloud specific perspectives and controls to
help discuss, analyse and implement security in a cloud system.

9.2 Required Versus Recommended Controls
The Controls are prioritized as either ‘required’ or ‘recommended’.


Required Controls

Controls listed with a priority rating of ‘Required’ indicate that the controls must either have the
existing MoTC / Agency IT infrastructure practice aligned to the control specification or the
control specification must be adopted within the IT environment as a new control specification.

A prioritization reconciliation process must be established by the IT governance organization
within the Agency to triage priority for implementation of required controls based on a defined
set of criteria.

Ultimately, all required controls will need to be implemented on a timeline

determined by the IT governance organization.


Recommended Controls
Controls listed with a priority rating of ‘Recommended’ indicate that the controls should be
implemented to further enhance and support MoTC / Agency IT infrastructure management/operations
and the progress of the cloud solution maturity level.
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9.3 Cloud Infrastructure controls

This section describes the necessary controls for the success of any cloud solution in Qatar Government.
It is, however, worth noting that not all controls listed will be required, as some may simply be
recommended to ensure the full benefits of a cloud implementation is achieved.

Government agencies refers to either MoTC or any other individual government agency in Qatar. Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) refers to the entity providing Cloud services (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS).

9.3.1 Governance and Actors

Infrastructure
Management
Domain

Cloud Governance and Actors

Related
Domains

At the most abstract level, governance seeks to ensure that Government agencies
are doing the right things right (Are we doing the right things? Are we doing them the
right way? How do we know?), which ensures all enterprise expenditures related to
cloud are aligned with the business objectives, promote data integrity across the
Objective for
Standards

enterprise, encourage innovation, and mitigate the risk of data loss or noncompliance with regulations. It recognizes that cloud computing increases the
pervasive nature of IT and ensures enterprise-level decision-makers are able to
address the overall IT investment, resource requirements, opportunities for value,
and implications of risk – regardless of organization or Cloud Service Provider.

Control Area # 1

Aspects of Cloud Governance lifecycle
While it is true that cloud initiatives tend to have lifecycles of their own, governance
needs to be overarching across all initiatives on an ongoing basis all the time.
Therefore, cloud computing governance does not have a lifecycle (begin and end)
by itself. Instead, cloud computing governance is exercised across the lifecycle for

Objective

Control #

all cloud initiatives.

Control Specification
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Agencies shall develop, maintain and enforce policies and
rules for making sure that all the involved cloud actors
CCRAG-Gov.1.1

understand their responsibilities and the recommended
controls to fulfil those stated responsibilities.

Required

A sample

responsibility matrix is provided in Appendix 5.
Agencies shall develop polices and rules for confirming
service definitions by ensuring that CSP can scale to meet
CCRAG-Gov.1.2

consumer (Agencies) requirements.

Required

Execute a service contract with the proper funding model in
place and instantiates the service with proper validation.
Agencies shall develop polices and rules for maximizing the
CCRAG-Gov.1.3

appropriate use of services in the government cloud, avoid
redundant services, and ensure that the appropriate services

Required

are being registered in the service catalog.
Agencies shall develop polices and rules for ensuring that
CCRAG-Gov.1.4

discontinuing of a Cloud service is according to contract, and
impacts to consumers (within and outside the agency) and

Required

provider are accounted for.
Agencies shall develop polices and rules for outlining how
consumers ensure that a service is doing what the consumer
CCRAG-Gov.1.5

expects. This involves capturing meaningful measurements
about the behaviour of the service, and combining that with

Required

analysis that can identify SLA exceptions, as well as actions
taken to resolve the exceptions.
Agencies shall develop polices and rules for ensuring there is
a continuous monitoring of the incidents and events with
CCRAG-Gov.1.6

appropriate measurements in place that add context with
subsequent analysis of the impact to SLAs. Appropriate

Required

actions are taken by the consumer and provider to realize their
business outcomes.
Agencies shall develop polices and rules for Identifying
obsolete services, informs stakeholders, and drives decision
CCRAG-Gov.1.7

to retire based on impact assessment. Retires services with

Required

minimal impact to existing consumer base by taking
appropriate risk mitigation measures.
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Agencies

shall

adopt

the

following

cloud

computing

governance metrics and develop the corresponding tracking
technique:


Level of Cloud Adoption – The following metrics
can be tracked to determine the extent to which cloud
computing has been adopted across the enterprise:
o

% of existing projects that are not part of
cloud transformation

o

% of enterprise cloud services subscribed

o

Average # of subscribers per service

o

Actual against expected consumption

o

Percentage of consumption patterns (IaaS,
SaaS, PaaS)

o


Rate of change to subscriber count

Level of Cloud Computing Governance – The
metrics below help establish the extent to which cloud
computing governance is in place across the
enterprise

CCRAG-Gov.1.8

o

% of cloud-ability reviews exercised

o

% of service compatibility reviews exercised

o

%

of

service

provider

usage

reviews

exercised



o

Ratio of planned versus actual cloud services

o

Frequency of exceptions

Operational Efficiency – These metrics can be used
to track the parameters that drive the operational
efficiency for the ongoing sustenance of application
and infrastructure components in the cloud:



o

% of incidents reported

o

Average time to deploy

o

Average time to onboard

Cost Reduction – This metric can be used to drive
the funding of cloud computing transformations
across the enterprise:
o



% of budget allocated to IT

Business Value Alignment – These metrics can be
used to drive the extent to which cloud computing
adoption is in alignment with the overall business
objectives for the enterprise:
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o

% of idle services decreased

o

% of business service-level requirements
met

o

Ratio

of

#

of

subscriptions/#

of

un-

subscriptions
o

Number of consumer/provider combinations
impacted by exceptions



Service-Driven Integration – These metrics can be
used to track the extent to which the cloud computing
deployment is building upon the existing servicesbased ecosystem within the enterprise:
o

% of service provider exceptions/service
provider integrations



o

% of enterprise services subscribed

o

Number of SLAs impacted by exceptions

Risk Mitigation – These metrics can be used to drive
preventive measures that can be taken to avoid
potential risks generated from cloud computing
adoption:
o

% of compliance with security policies

o

% variance in schedule

o

Number of incidents related to unsubscribe

o

Severity of exceptions

References:

The Open Group, COBIT 5, ITIL v3, ISO/IEC 38500:2015

Control Area # 2

Cloud Actors and Roles

Objective

Objective is to define the main cloud actors and roles affecting agencies’ cloud
adoption journey

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies shall clearly identify the following cloud actors/roles
within the organization hierarchy and external agencies:

CCRAG-CA.2.1



Cloud Consumer: Person or organization that
maintains a business relationship with, and uses

Required

service from, Cloud Providers (e.g. Agencies).


Cloud Provider: Person, organization, or entity
responsible for making a service available to Cloud
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Consumers (external 3rd parties or MoTC jointly
providing cloud services with external parties).


Cloud Auditor: A party that can conduct independent
assessment of cloud services, information system
operations, performance, and security of the cloud
implementation.



Cloud Broker: An entity that manages the use,
performance, and delivery of cloud services, and
negotiates relationships between Cloud Providers and
Cloud Consumers.



Cloud Carrier: The intermediary that provides
connectivity and transport of cloud services from
Cloud Providers to Cloud Consumers.

CCRAG-CA.2.2

Agencies should identify and name a third-party cloud Auditor
to assess security controls of cloud service provider (CSP)
Agencies

shall

define

the

Required

supported

interactions/communication paths between different cloud
actors/roles and develop different use-case scenarios for
these interactions. Below is just example use-cases:

CCRAG-CA.2.3



Cloud Consumer wants to use application/service for
business process operations.



Required

Cloud Consumer wants to develop, test, deploy, and
manage applications hosted in a agency managed
cloud system.



Cloud Consumer wants to create/install, manage, and
monitor services for IT infrastructure operations.

References:

NIST, The Open Group

9.3.2 Cloud Service Orchestration
Data Management
Domain

Cloud Service Orchestration

Related
Domains

Cloud Service Orchestration aims at defining the set of tools and controls to
Objective for

implement end-to-end automation workflow via the cloud management platform

Standards

(CMP).
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Control Area # 1

Objective

API and web portal / catalog access & Service Management
A website for cloud consumers to access agency’s cloud service catalog and
consume the available assets.

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies are recommended to choose a cloud service provider
solution that designs the website for cloud consumers using
OpenStack standards.

The design for cloud access

services/portals shall:

CCRASO.1.1



Comply with OpenStack API



Follows REST principles



Allow for extensibility

OpenStack

API

based

dashboard

(Horizon)

provides

Recommended

administrators and users with a graphical interface to access,
provision, and automate deployment of cloud-based resources.
The design accommodates third party products and services,
such as billing, monitoring, and additional management tools.
The dashboard is also brand-able for service providers and
other commercial vendors who want to make use of it. The
dashboard is one of several ways users can interact with
OpenStack resources. Developers can automate access or
build tools to manage resources using the native OpenStack
API or the EC2 compatibility API.
References:

Control Area # 2

Orchestration
An orchestration layer handles the control, governance, coordination aspects of

Objective

the service delivery processes. It interacts via abstractions with underlying
resources.

Control #

Control Specification
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Agencies are recommended to choose a cloud service provider
solution that provides the orchestration technology to develop
the cloud catalog services meeting the following requirements:
-

Complies with OpenStack-native REST API and a

CloudFormation-compatible Query AP
CCRASO.2.1

-

Follows REST principles

-

Recommended

Allows for extensibility

OpenStack (Heat) which is based on TOSCA standard is a
service to orchestrate multiple composite cloud applications
using templates, through both an OpenStack-native REST API
and a CloudFormation-compatible Query API.
References:

TOSCA

Control Area # 3

Resource Management
A resource management layer that handles open and abstracted interfacing to all

Objective

resources whether they be bare metal servers, networking, virtualization, services,
applications, etc.

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies are recommended to adopt a cloud platform that
meets the following requirements for the implemented
technology to provision, configure, resources abstraction and
resources control:
CCRASO.3.1

All Hypervisors support OpenStack

integration/interfaces

Recommended

OpenStack Compute (Nova) is a cloud computing fabric
controller, which is the main part of an IaaS system. It is
designed to manage and automate pools of computer
resources and can work with widely available virtualization
technologies, as well as bare metal and high-performance
computing (HPC) configurations.
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OpenStack Networking (Neutron) is a system for managing
networks and IP addresses. OpenStack Networking provides
networking models for different applications or user groups.
Standard models include flat networks or VLANs that separate
servers and traffic.
OpenStack Block Storage (Cinder) provides persistent blocklevel storage devices for use with OpenStack compute
instances. The block storage system manages the creation,
attaching and detaching of the block devices to servers.
OpenStack Image (Glance) provides discovery, registration,
and delivery services for disk and server images. Stored
images can be used as a template. It can also be used to store
and catalog an unlimited number of backups. The Image
Service API provides a standard REST interface for querying
information about disk images and lets clients stream the
images to new servers.
References:

9.3.3 Interoperability / Portability

Infrastructure
Management
Domain

Interoperability and Portability Cloud

Related

Controls

Domains

Agencies’ cloud solution should aim to avoid the problem of lock-in, where the risk
of being tied to a particular vendor due to the difficulty and costs of switching to use
equivalent cloud services from other vendors. To mitigate the risk of lock-in we
Objective for

identified below controls for Agencies to assess and develop a strategy to achieve

Standards

high levels of interoperability and portability, which will allow for agencies to make
best use of multiple diverse cloud services that can cooperate and interoperate with
each other which is critical to future cloud service adoption and the realization of
the benefits of computing as a utility.

Control Area # 1

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
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Identify the interoperability and portability controls which are relevant to the IaaS
Objective

cloud service model.
Control Specification

Control #

Priority

Agencies are recommended to choose a cloud service
CCRAInterOperIaaS.1.1

provider solution that uses open and published APIs to ensure
support for interoperability between components and to

Recommended

facilitate migrating applications.
Agencies shall adopt a cloud platform that complies with the
Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) interface from the
Open Grid Forum, which is an open standard for IaaS
CCRAInterOperIaaS.1.2

resource

management

interface

and

enables

the

Required

interoperability between the three cloud interfaces (Functional
Interface, Management Interface and Business Interface)
based on a common protocol such as REST/JSON or SOAP.
Agencies shall use an industry-recognized virtualization
platform and standard virtualization formats (e.g., OVF) to help
CCRAInterOperIaaS.1.3

ensure interoperability, and shall have documented custom
changes made to any hypervisor in use and all solution-

Required

specific virtualization hooks available for agencies/consumers
review.
Agencies shall adopt cloud platform that complies with the
Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) standard which is
an example of both storage management interface as well as
CCRAInterOperIaaS.1.4

a storage functional interface.

Required

The goal is to support both data portability and services
interoperability from storage perspective based on a common
protocol such as REST/JSON or SOAP.
References:

Cloud Standards Customer Council & NIST

Control Area # 2

PaaS & Container-as-a-Service

Objective

Control #

Identify the interoperability and portability controls which are relevant to the PaaS
and Container as a service cloud service model.
Control Specification
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MoTC and Agencies are recommended to adopt PaaS
platforms which provides a flexible architecture for
application deployment and management, and allows for
integration with 3rd-party tools and other platforms.
Cloud Foundry: Cloud Foundry is a platform as a service
(PaaS) which makes it really easy for developers to run their
CCRAInterOperPaaS.2.1

applications in the cloud without having to worry about
underlying infrastructure. The advantage of Cloud Foundry

Recommended

when it comes to the packaging of applications is that it is
very easy for developers to use.
Also, it provides end-customers with the ability to determine
where they want to integrate tools that may be limited or not
native to the platform (e.g. identity service, logging,
monitoring, functional processing, data analytics services,
etc.)
MoTC

and

Agencies

are

recommended

to

adopt

Containers-as-a-Service platforms such as Docker which
focuses

on

isolation,

multi-tenancy

and

application

portability.
Docker: A Docker container consists of an operating
CCRAInterOper-

system, user-added files, and metadata – Basically a way to

PaaS.2.2

run mini operating systems in your host operating system

Recommended

with strong guarantees of isolation. The Docker Engine
container

comprises

just

the

application

and

its

dependencies. It runs as an isolated process in userspace
on the host operating system, sharing the kernel with other
containers.
MoTC and Agencies are recommended to adopt a flexible
container orchestration engine layer.
CCRAInterOperPaaS.2.3

Magnum is an OpenStack API service developed by the
OpenStack

Containers

Team

making

container

Recommended

orchestration engines such as Docker Swarm, Kubernetes,
and Apache Mesos available as first class resources in
OpenStack.
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Magnum makes the security, load balancing, and choice of
compute type features available to the integrated Container
Orchestration Engines (COEs).

Apache Mesos / Kubernates / Docker Swarm: MoTC and
Agencies are recommended to pick or combine from the
available container orchestration engines (COEs) as it will
support a flexible and inter-operable cloud applications
deployment. Major features that should be considered:


Imperative design vs Declarative design



Support for legacy application vs Cloud native
prioritized



Large scale of nodes(above 2000 nodes) vs
relatively small amount of nodes (2000 nodes or
less)

References:

Cloud Standards Customer Council & NIST

9.3.4 Cloud Management (Operations Support Services / Business Support Services)

Infrastructure
Management

Cloud based BSS/OSS

Domain

Related
Domains

Objective for this standard is to be the placeholder for the new emerging concept
of migrating both BSS and OSS to be as a service model.
Objective for

Agencies and any 3rd party vendors functioning as a cloud service provider will

Standards

need the controls and policies to implement OSS/BSS as a service to deliver to
the consumers more cloud-based products and services, enabling them with
cloud-based support systems makes good business sense (e.g. charging, rating
and billing (C-R-B) functions)

Control Area # 1

Cloud based BSS/OSS
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Objective

To list set of controls and policies to prepare for the BSS/OSS as a service
transformation, or simply migrating BSS/OSS to the cloud

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies are recommended to adopt a Common Cloud
Computing Platform (CCMP) which supports the following:


The ability to design cloud services for scale "Efficiency
Principle", which primary objective is to drive down costs
and time to response by orders of magnitude by
leveraging cloud characteristics such as elasticity, selfservice access, and flexible sourcing.



Support for lean "Lightweight Principle" and lightweight
service

management

policies,

processes,

and

procedures. Which allows for standardization in cloud
environments to reduce management costs.


Maximizes the sharing of management, infrastructure,
and platform components across cloud services. This
sharing of components allows for a reduction in costs

CCRABO_SS-1.1

and time to market "Economies-of-Scale principle".


Recommended

The “Genericity Principle” which allows for service
templates to manage service instances generically along
their lifecycle. This generic design of components allows
for a single management platform.



A user-friendly self-service interface and service offering
catalog through which consumers select, configure,
arrange payment for and discontinue cloud services.



A self-service cloud business which includes automated,
rules-based

execution

of

pricing,

contracts

and

agreements, invoicing, clearing and settlement. The
BSS also provides business management capabilities,
including offering, customer, subscriber, order, fulfillment
and entitlement management. This enables the business
side of the cloud services paradigm.
The billing service component of the BSS must be capable of
performing billing for the consumption of virtual machine
CCRABO_SS-1.2

resources, a multi-tenancy capable middleware platform
(platform as a service) and a multi-tenancy application such as

Recommended

collaboration or customer relationship management (software as
a service)
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CCMP

shall

contain

a

policy

enforcement

and

policy

management component to support the hybrid cloud deployment
model.


Policy Management allows for a workload policy to be set
for a given cloud service.



The Policy Enforcement component is added to allow the
enforcement of policies set in policy management.
Recommended

CCRABO_SS-1.3
Agencies should align their CCMP standard solution building
blocks implementations based on reference architectures such
as

IBM

CCMP

Reference

Automation Platform (ONAP).

Architecture,

Open

Network

An illustrative MoTC CCMP

blueprint is shown in diagram below.

References:

Hybrid Cloud Integration and Monitoring with IBM WebSphere Cast Iron (redbook),
The Linux Foundation projects (ONAP)

Figure 14 - illustrative MoTC CCMP blueprint

9.3.5 Cloud Service Models
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Infrastructure
Management
Domain

Cloud Service Models

Objective for

The aim of defining controls for cloud service models is to support agencies’ vision

Standards

for supporting adoption to cloud enabled and cloud native maturity levels.

Control Area # 1

Everything-As-A-Service (XaaS)

Objective

Related
Domains

Objective is to list controls that should be fulfilled by Agencies to support the
flexibility of adopting to new cloud service models as they are arising.

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies should develop a team for planning, identifying
roadmaps and support the adoption to everything-as-aservice model.
CCRACSM-



XaaS.1.1

Plans for Monitoring as a Service should be
developed



Recommended

Plans for Communication as a Service should be
developed



Plans for Disaster Recovery as a Service should be
developed

For IaaS service model, the capability and contract provided
to the consumer shall cover the following:


To provision processing, storage, networks and other
fundamental

computing

resources

where

the

consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software,

CCRACSM-

which

XaaS.1.2

can

include

operating

systems

and

Required

applications.


The consumer does not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over
operating systems, storage, deployed applications,
and possibly limited control of select networking
components (e.g., host firewalls).

For PaaS service model, the capability and contract provided
CCRACSMXaaS.1.3

to the consumer shall cover the following:


Required

To deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumercreated or acquired applications created using
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programming languages and tools supported by the
provider.


Support for multiple technology stacks (Java, .Net,
etc…) at containers level.



The consumer does not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure including network,
servers, operating systems, or storage, but has
control over the deployed applications and possibly
application hosting environment configurations.



Support consumers with the ability to plan against the
possibility of cloud services outage.

For SaaS service model, the capability and contract provided
to the consumer shall cover the following:


The applications are accessible from various client
devices through a thin client interface such as a web
browser (e.g., web-based email).


CCRACSMXaaS.1.4

The consumer does not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure including network,
servers,

operating

systems,

storage,

or

Required

even

individual application capabilities, with the possible
exception

of

limited

user-specific

application

configuration settings.


Applications are complete and available on demand
to the consumers (e.g. email as a service, files
synchronization as a service, etc.).

Agencies shall develop a plan to assess existing and also
periodic health-check assessment of cloud Data Centers
against the following analysis levels and to plan accordingly
for Cloud enabled and Cloud native adoption roadmaps:
CCRACSMXaaS.1.5



Software Defined Environment readiness check, to

Recommended

determine whether infrastructure is work-load aware
or not.


DC work-load, application level work-load, work-load
types/criteria assessments.

References:

NIST Cloud RA

9.3.6 Business Continuity and Resiliency Services
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Business Continuity and Data Center As A Service

Objective
Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Data center utilities services and environmental conditions (e.g., water,
power, temperature and humidity controls, telecommunications, and
CCRABCRSDCAAS-1.1

internet connectivity) shall be secured, monitored, maintained, and tested
for continual effectiveness at planned intervals to ensure protection from

Required

unauthorized interception or damage, and designed with automated failover or other redundancies in the event of planned or unplanned
disruptions.
Assets must be classified in terms of business criticality, service-level
expectations, and operational continuity requirements. A complete
inventory of business-critical assets located at all sites and/or

CCRABCRS-

geographical locations and their usage over time shall be maintained and

DCAAS-1.2

updated regularly, and assigned ownership by defined roles and

Required

responsibilities.
Agencies shall support and develop policies and procedures for the
hybrid cloud model as a technique for business continuity.
Automated equipment identification shall be used as a method of
CCRABCRS-

connection authentication. Location-aware technologies may be used to

DCAAS-1.3

validate connection authentication integrity based on known equipment

Recommended

location.

CCRABCRSDCAAS-1.4

MoTC shall enforce the maturity level assessment of Cloud Enabled Data
Center (CeDC) for agencies and 3rd parties, below is IBM CeDC macro

Recommended

pattern view which helps develop maturity assessment.
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Agencies shall define policies and controls to cover the usual nonfunctional requirements in addition to the following:


Reliability, availability, and serviceability
o

High availability and resiliency of cloud management and
managed infrastructure

o

CCRABCRSDCAAS-1.5

Disaster recovery of cloud management and managed
infrastructure





Required

Extensibility
o

Plug new hypervisors

o

Extend a service with new actions

o

Customize user interfaces

o

Multitenancy

Workload Aware Load Balancing cross cloud DCs

Policies and procedures shall be established, and supporting business
processes and technical measures implemented, for appropriate IT
governance and service management to ensure appropriate planning,
CCRABCRS-

delivery, and support of the organization's IT capabilities supporting

DCAAS-1.6

business functions, workforce, and/or customers based on industry

Required

acceptable standards (i.e., ITIL v3 and COBIT 5). Additionally, policies
and procedures shall include defined roles and responsibilities supported
by regular workforce training.
References:

IBM SmartCloud: Building a Cloud Enabled Data Center
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Infrastructure
Management
Domain

Related
Domains

BCRS

Business continuity and resiliency services objective is to help agencies to plan for
Objective for
Standards

keeping critical business processes running under virtually any conditions (e.g.
Speeding disaster recovery, Mitigating the business impacts of a disaster, ensuring
that processes, systems and data are highly available, improving resiliency and
operational performance, Positioning the organization for growth)

9.3.7 Security
Infrastructure
Management

Cloud Security Controls

Domain

Related
Domains

The three cybersecurity objectives, ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of information and information systems, are particularly relevant as these
are the high-priority concerns and perceived risks related to cloud computing.
The characteristics of cloud computing, significantly multi-tenancy and the implications
of the three service models and the government supported deployment models,
Objective for

heighten the need to consider data and systems protection in the context of logical as

Standards

well as physical boundaries.
For Qatar government cloud initiatives, the below list of controls was identified based
on the Cloud Security Alliance standard Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) which is
specifically designed to provide fundamental security principles to guide cloud service
providers and to assist prospective cloud customers in assessing the overall security
risk of a cloud provider.

Control Area # 1

Multi-Tenancy
Multi-tenancy in cloud means sharing of resources and services to run software
instances serving MoTC and agencies (tenants). It means physical resources (such
as computing, networking, storage) and services are shared, also the administrative

Objective

functionality and support may also be shared.
The primary concern is how to ensure that proper security and isolation protects
consumers or tenants of these services from the risks they pose to one another.

Control #

Control Specification
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Agencies shall manage Isolation failure risk in
virtualization technology and storage.


VM segmentation: VM segmentation and isolation
is a primary requirement for VMs containing
compliance-related data, a hypervisor firewall
technique shall be implemented to introduce
segmentation for the resources of IaaS tenants
where VMs might be housed within the same VM
host or VM host cluster.

CCRAS-



DB segmentation: Database segmentation is
required in SaaS -- where tenants share a

MultiT.1.1

Required

database instead of infrastructure, please refer to
Data and Security standards document for the
same.


VM Introspection: (VMI) enables information
gathering about virtual machines, virtual network
security, and virtual environment settings without
the use of agents. So a CSP shall construct a
security policies based on VMI parameters to
confirm the high levels of segmentation and
isolation for guest VMs or cloud-service tenants.

References:

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)

Control Area # 2

Outsourcing
Agencies depend on out-sourcing some of cloud related components and services
(e.g. Data Center Space), So the key considerations include whether the outsourced

Objective

service is business critical and the sensitivity of the outsourced data. Also, there are
a number of legal challenges and issues that arise in cloud-based outsourcing
agreements that need to be carefully considered and managed in order to mitigate
the risks inherent in such transactions.

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies shall develop measures to mitigate the risk of the
CCRAS-

cloud provider changing the Service Level Agreement, Terms

OutSrc.2.1

of Business or the rest of the agreement against the

Required

customer's wishes.
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Cloud Service Provider’s personnel access rights and
CCRASOutSrc.2.2

operator logs relating to the agencies / consumers
environments will be made available on-demand if requested.

Recommended

Cloud provider can be blocked from customer environments
(with an exception for legal requirements).

CCRASOutSrc.2.3

Agencies shall develop a policy relating to the removal of data
from cancelled products and dormant virtual machines.

Required

The cloud service provider will ensure that security policy
CCRAS-

changes, the security status and security requirements for

OutSrc.2.4

customers are communicated. Customers will be informed

Required

about security policy changes with material impact.
Agencies shall plan to have a 3rd party perform security audit
CCRAS-

and vulnerability assessments and to communicate results to

OutSrc.2.5

corresponding consumers. Audit reports should not include

Required

information which might lead to compromise.
Agencies shall develop a policy to inform consumers in the
CCRASOutSrc.2.6

case of a breach of privacy, a security breach or technical
failure that could affect the customer. Fault logs policy will be

Recommended

communicated and relevant logs will be made available to
customers on request.

CCRASOutSrc.2.7

Public facing web applications and APIs related to the cloud
service shall be secured. Connections are made on the basis

Required

of strong passwords and encrypted connections.
Requests from customer personnel are only executed if that

CCRAS-

person has been authorized based on his or her predefined

OutSrc.2.8

authorization level. And the transaction should be audited for

Recommended

tracking purposes.
For management interface access controls a set of rules
should be in place

CCRASOutSrc.2.9



Customer management interfaces have a formal
access control model featuring individual access only.



Recommended

Extra checks will be available in the case of actions
that could result in data destruction.



Reductions in access rights because of a termination
of a contract or a reduction of access rights
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concerning a customer employee are implemented
immediately and completely.


Information on the use of customer employee access
rights will be provided on demand.

References:

Control Area # 3

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)

Auditing
Auditing functionality within the cloud is a party, techniques and tools that performs

Objective

independent assessment of cloud services, information system operations,
performance, and security of a cloud implementation.

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Access to, and use of, audit tools that interact with the
CCRAS-Aud.3.1

organization's information systems shall be appropriately
segregated and access restricted to prevent inappropriate

Required

disclosure and tampering of log data.
Audit plans shall be developed and maintained to address
business process disruptions.
CCRAS-Aud.3.2

Auditing plans shall focus on reviewing the effectiveness of

Required

the implementation of security operations. All audit activities
must be agreed upon prior to executing any audits.
Independent reviews and assessments shall be performed
CCRAS-Aud.3.3

at least annually to ensure that Agencies and vendors
address nonconformities of established policies, standards,

Required

procedures, and compliance obligations.
Agencies should provide levels of assurance that are
required for protection, retention, and lifecycle management
of audit logs, adhering to applicable legal, statutory or
CCRAS-Aud.3.4

regulatory compliance obligations and providing unique user
access accountability to detect potentially suspicious

Recommended

network behaviors and/or file integrity anomalies, and to
support forensic investigative capabilities in the event of a
security breach.
References:

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)
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Control Area # 4

Business Continuity and Resiliency Management
BCRM provides the major backbone to make services available during disasters.

Objective

Security controls related to BCRM need to be identified and developed for agencies
to secure the services’ availability and continuity.

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Business continuity and security incident response plans shall
be subject to testing at planned intervals or upon significant
CCRAS-

organizational or environmental changes. Incident response

BCRM.4.1

plans shall involve impacted customers (tenant) and other

Required

business relationships that represent critical intra-supply
chain business process dependencies.
Information system documentation (e.g., administrator and
user guides, and architecture diagrams) shall be made
CCRASBCRM.4.2

available to authorized personnel to ensure the following:
Required


Configuring, installing, and operating the information
system



Effectively using the system’s security features

Physical protection against damage from natural causes and
disasters, as well as deliberate attacks, including fire, flood,
atmospheric electrical discharge, solar induced geomagnetic
CCRASBCRM.4.3

storm,

wind,

earthquake,

tsunami,

explosion,

nuclear

accident, volcanic activity, biological hazard, civil unrest,

Required

mudslide, tectonic activity, and other forms of natural or manmade disaster shall be anticipated, designed, and have
countermeasures applied.
Policies and procedures shall be established, and supporting
CCRAS-

business processes and technical measures implemented, for

BCRM.4.4

equipment maintenance ensuring continuity and availability of

Required

operations and support personnel.
There shall be a defined and documented method for
CCRASBCRM.4.5

determining the impact of any disruption to the organization
(cloud provider, cloud consumer) that must incorporate the

Required

following:


Identify critical products and services
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Identify all dependencies, including processes,
applications, business partners, and third party
service providers



Understand threats to critical products and services



Determine

impacts

resulting

from

planned

or

unplanned disruptions and how these vary over time


Establish the maximum tolerable period for disruption



Establish priorities for recovery



Establish recovery time objectives for resumption of
critical products and services within their maximum
tolerable period of disruption



Estimate the resources required for resumption

References:

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)

Control Area # 5

Government Cloud Data Center Security

Objective
Control #

Control Specification

Priority

MoTC data center utilities services and environmental
conditions (e.g., water, power, temperature and humidity
controls, telecommunications, and internet connectivity) shall
CCRAS-

be secured, monitored, maintained, and tested for continual

GCDC.5.1

effectiveness at planned intervals to ensure protection from

Required

unauthorized interception or damage, and designed with
automated fail-over or other redundancies in the event of
planned or unplanned disruptions.
Assets must be classified in terms of business criticality,
service-level
CCRASGCDC.5.2

expectations,

and

operational

continuity

requirements. A complete inventory of business-critical
assets located at all sites and/or geographical locations and

Required

their usage over time shall be maintained and updated
regularly, and assigned ownership by defined roles and
responsibilities.
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Physical security perimeters (e.g., fences, walls, barriers,
CCRASGCDC.5.3

guards, gates, electronic surveillance, physical authentication
mechanisms, reception desks, and security patrols) shall be

Required

implemented to safeguard sensitive data and information
systems.

CCRASGCDC.5.4

Authorization must be obtained prior to relocation or transfer
of hardware, software, or data to an offsite premises.

Required

Policies and procedures shall be established for the secure
disposal of equipment (by asset type) used outside the
organization's premises. This shall include a wiping solution
CCRAS-

or destruction process that renders recovery of information

GCDC.5.5

impossible. The erasure shall consist of a full overwrite of the

Required

drive to ensure that the erased drive is released to inventory
for reuse and deployment, or securely stored until it can be
destroyed.
CCRASGCDC.5.6

Physical access to information assets and functions by users
and support personnel shall be restricted.

Required

Ingress and egress points such as service areas and other
CCRASGCDC.5.7

points where unauthorized personnel may enter the premises
shall be monitored, controlled and, if possible, isolated from

Required

data storage and processing facilities to prevent unauthorized
data corruption, compromise, and loss.

References:

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)

Control Area # 6

Infrastructure Design and Virtualization

Objective
Control #

Control Specification
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Cloud Service Providers shall ensure the integrity of all
virtual machine images at all times. Any changes made to
virtual machine images must be logged and an alert raised
CCRAS-IV.6.1

regardless of their running state (e.g., dormant, off, or
running). The results of a change or move of an image and

Required

the subsequent validation of the image's integrity must be
immediately available to customers through electronic
methods (e.g., portals or alerts).
A reliable and mutually agreed upon external time source
CCRAS-IV.6.2

shall be used to synchronize the system clocks of all
relevant information processing systems to facilitate

Required

tracing and reconstitution of activity timelines.
Implementers shall ensure that the security vulnerability
CCRAS-IV.6.3

assessment

tools

or

services

accommodate

the

Required

virtualization technologies used (e.g., virtualization aware).
Network environments and virtual instances shall be
designed and configured to restrict and monitor traffic
between trusted and untrusted connections. These
CCRAS-IV.6.4

configurations shall be reviewed at least annually, and

Required

supported by a documented justification for use for all
allowed services, protocols, ports, and by compensating
controls.
Each operating system shall be hardened to provide only
necessary ports, protocols, and services to meet business
CCRAS-IV.6.5

needs and have in place supporting technical controls such

Required

as: antivirus, file integrity monitoring, and logging as part of
their baseline operating build standard or template.
Production and non-production environments shall be
separated to prevent unauthorized access or changes to
information assets. Separation of the environments may
CCRAS-IV.6.6

include:

stateful

inspection

firewalls,

domain/realm

Required

authentication sources, and clear segregation of duties for
personnel accessing these environments as part of their
job duties.
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Multi-tenant organizationally-owned or managed (physical
and virtual) applications, and infrastructure system and
network components, shall be designed, developed,
deployed, and configured such that agencies’ user access
is appropriately segmented from other tenant users, based
on the following considerations:
CCRAS-IV.6.7

Required



Established policies and procedures



Isolation of business critical assets and/or sensitive
user data, and sessions that mandate stronger
internal controls and high levels of assurance



Compliance with legal, statutory, and regulatory
compliance obligations

Secured and encrypted communication channels shall be
used when migrating physical servers, applications, or data
CCRAS-IV.6.8

to virtualized servers and, where possible, shall use a

Required

network segregated from production-level networks for
such migrations.
Access to all hypervisor management functions or
administrative consoles for systems hosting virtualized
systems shall be restricted to personnel based upon the
CCRAS-IV.6.9

principle of least privilege and supported through technical

Required

controls (e.g., two-factor authentication, audit trails, IP
address

filtering,

firewalls,

and

TLS

encapsulated

communications to the administrative consoles).
Network architecture diagrams shall clearly identify highrisk environments and data flows that may have legal
compliance

impacts.

Technical

measures

shall

be

implemented and shall apply defense-in-depth techniques
CCRAS-IV.6.10

(e.g., deep packet analysis, traffic throttling, and black-

Required

holing) for detection and timely response to network-based
attacks associated with anomalous ingress or egress traffic
patterns (e.g., MAC spoofing and ARP poisoning attacks)
and/or distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks.
References:

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)
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Control Area # 7

Interoperability and Portability

Objective
Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies shall use secure (e.g., non-clear text and
CCRASInterPorta.7.1

authenticated) standardized network protocols for the import
and export of data and to manage the service, and shall make

Required

available a document to consumers detailing the relevant
interoperability and portability standards that are involved.

References:

Cloud Security Alliance (Cloud Controls Matrix)
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10 Appendix 3: Bring Your Own Device standards and controls

10.1 Bring Your Own Device
Infrastructure
Management

BYOD enablement

Domain

Related
Domains

MoTC is in the process of encouraging the government employees to use Bring
Your Own Device (BYOD) models which allow employees to use their own device
Objective for

for both personal and business purposes (instead of maintaining separate, work-

Standards

dedicated devices provided by the organization). The BYOD approach is
transforming traditional corporate culture of an enterprise by extending work from
anywhere, at any-time and on their devices of choice.

Control Area # 1

Objective

BYOD enablement
Below listed controls were developed in accordance with MoTC BYOD policies
from ("cs-csps_byod_policy_v1.0.pdf" & "cloudsecuritypolicy_2014_-_en.pdf").

Control #

Control Specification

Priority

Agencies should target a simple enrolment policies, and
both bulk / self-enrolment should be supported.
Once devices to enrol is identified, The BYOD program
should use technology that allows for a simple, low touch
way for users to enrol. The process should be simple and
CCRABYOD-E.1.1

protected, and configures the device at the same time.

Recommended

In a perfect scenario, users should be able to follow an email
link or text that leads to a Mobile Device Management
(MDM) profile being created on their device – including
accepting the ever-important Government BYOD policy
agreement.
Agencies should develop a technique for supporting BYOD
CCRABYOD-E.1.2

configuration over-the-air to optimize efficiency for both IT

Recommended

and business users alike.
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Once users have accepted the Government BYOD policy
agreement, the platform should deliver all the profiles,
credentials, and settings the employee needs access to
including:


Email, contacts, and calendar



VPN and Wi-Fi



Corporate documents and content



Internal and public apps

Agencies should develop a policy for data usage
management over BYOD. Whether Government is paying
CCRABYOD-E.1.3

for the charges or the Employees there should be a data
usage tracking mechanism for in-network and roaming data

Recommended

usage on devices and generate alerts if a user crosses a
threshold of data usage.
Agencies should Identify the government employee’s
personas and group them for applying BYOD policies. For
example:


Determine key IT services necessary for employees
to do their jobs



Determine the environment and the attitude of the
employees

CCRABYOD-E.1.4



Cluster employees with similar IT requirements and

Recommended

work locations in groups


Validate IT requirements and employee segments
through a survey or user interviews



Map segments to traditional HR demographics such
as job role and business unit



Use employee segment to identify targets for new
technology deployments

References:

IBM BYOD policies
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11 Appendix 4: Referenced International standards
Several internationally recognized standards and frameworks from DMTF, OGF, SNIA, OASIS
and ETSI organizations were referenced during the development of Cloud Infrastructure
Standards.

11.1 Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)
The DMTF creates open manageability standards spanning diverse emerging and traditional IT
infrastructures including cloud, virtualization, network, servers and storage. Member companies
and alliance partners worldwide collaborate on standards to improve the interoperable
management of information technologies. The following DMTF Standards were applied:
Table 4: DMTF Standards Used in SQIS
Standard

Description

Technical Domain

Open Virtualization Format is an open standard for
packaging and distributing virtual appliances or, more
generally, software to be run in virtual machines. The
standard describes an "open, secure, portable, efficient

OVF

and extensible format for the packaging and distribution of

Hybrid IT

software to be run in virtual machines". The OVF standard

Infrastructure/ End-

is not tied to any particular hypervisor or instruction set

User Equipment

architecture. The unit of packaging and distribution is a socalled OVF Package which may contain one or more virtual
systems each of which can be deployed to a virtual
machine.
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Many organizations are striving to base IT management on
a CMDB (Configuration Management Database). A CMDB
contains data describing managed resources like computer
systems and application software, process artifacts like
incident,

problem

and

change

records,

and

the

relationships among these entities. A CMDB may be part of
a configuration management system. It may integrate other
management data repositories (MDRs), including other
CMDBf

CMDBs. The goal of CMDBf is to federate heterogeneous

Hybrid IT

MDRs, including linking together all the data about an IT

Infrastructure/ End-

resource, even when the data for a resource may be

User Equipment

dispersed across multiple MDRs.
IT resources include configuration items (e.g., computers,
software, services, buildings), process artifacts (e.g.,
incident records and request for change forms), and
relationships between them. Each resource, including
relationships, may have a separately managed lifecycle
and its state may be represented by a set of properties.
The Cloud Auditing Data Federation (CADF) standard
CADF

defines a full event model anyone can use to fill in the
essential data needed to certify, self-manage and self-audit
application security in cloud environments.

Hybrid IT
Infrastructure/ EndUser Equipment

11.2 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS)
OASIS drives the development, convergence and adoption of open standards for the global
information society. The source of many of the foundational standards in use today, OASIS sees
Cloud Computing as a natural extension of SOA and network management models.
Table 5: OASIS Standards Used in SQIS
Standard

Description
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The goal of the OASIS Topology and Orchestration
Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) is to
substantially enhance the portability of cloud applications
and the IT services that comprise them running on complex
software and hardware infrastructure.

TOSCA

TOSCA will facilitate this goal by enabling the interoperable

Hybrid IT

description of application and infrastructure cloud services,

Infrastructure/ End-

the relationships between parts of the service, and the

User Equipment

operational behavior of these services (e.g., deploy, patch,
shutdown) independent of the supplier creating the service,
and any particular cloud provider or hosting technology.
TOSCA will also enable the association of that higher-level
operational behavior with cloud infrastructure management.

11.3 Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA)
The Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) is an association of producers and
consumers of computer data storage networking products. Its members are dedicated to
"ensuring that storage networks become complete and trusted solutions across the IT
community".
Table 7: SNIA Standards Used in SQIS
Standard

Description

Technical Domain

Cloud Data Management Interface specifies a protocol for
self-provisioning,

administering

and

accessing

cloud

storage. CDMI defines RESTful HTTP operations for

CDMI

assessing the capabilities of the cloud storage system,

Hybrid IT

allocating and accessing containers and objects, managing

Infrastructure/ End-

users and groups, implementing access control, attaching

User Equipment

metadata, using a logging facility, billing, moving data
between cloud systems, and exporting data via other
protocols such as iSCSI and NFS.
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11.4 Open Grid Forum (OGF)
Open Grid Forum (OGF) is a leading standards development organization operating in the areas
of grid, cloud and related forms of advanced distributed computing. The OGF community
pursues these topics through an open process for development, creation and promotion of
relevant specifications and use cases.

Table 8: OGF Standards Used in SQIS
Standard

Description

Technical Domain

OCCI is a general-purpose set of specifications for cloudOCCI

based interactions with resources in a way that is explicitly
vendor-independent, platform-neutral and can be extended
to solve a broad variety of problems in cloud computing.

Hybrid IT
Infrastructure/ EndUser Equipment

11.5 European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
ETSI, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute, produces globally-applicable
standards for Information and Communications Technologies (ICT), including fixed, mobile,
radio, converged, broadcast and Internet technologies.

Table 9: OGF Standards Used in SQIS
Standard
ETSI GS
NFV-EVE
007 V3.1.2
(2017-03)

Description

Technical Domain

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) Release 3; NFV

Hybrid IT

Evolution

Infrastructure/

and

Ecosystem;

Hardware

Interoperability

Requirements Specification
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12 Appendix 5: Sample Cloud Responsibility Matrix
Components
ID

Component

0.
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Network Management
Support for remote connections
Provision of technical infrastructure
WAN monitoring
Availability of monitoring and reporting
Redundant data connection to data center
Hardware, Support, Cables, Adapters, Spares

1.
1.1

Hardware and DR Management
HW monitoring
Activation of technical service in the event of
problems
Maintenance and service required by manufacturer
Provision and organization of backup and restore
infrastructure
Capacity planning and HW sizing
Disaster recovery planning
Hardware upgrade in the case of system
enhancement
Automatic proactive monitoring and alerting

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3
3.1

3.6
3.7
7

Performance and System Optimization

7.1

Optimization of hosted systems and maintenance of
parameters, according to SLA requirements

7.2

Analysis of hosted systems with regard to potential
for application specific performance optimization
according to SLA requirements

3.3
3.4
3.5

Agreement
Service Model
IaaS/PaaS/SaaS

Project Name/Project
ID

Data center landscape
Distribution of system landscape across
MoTC/Agency/3rd Party DCs
Synchronous data mirroring between
MoTC/Agency/3rd Party DCs
Fire protection and monitoring
Redundant power supply
Cold standby server and storage
Operating System Management
Monitoring operating system
Analysis of operating system and elimination of
potential problems
Implementation of patches for the operating system
Upgrade of operating systems
Monitoring technical components important for
business processes
Monitoring file systems
Enlargement of file systems while in use

3.2

Cloud Responsibility Matrix
Indicate F for fully managed model, and J for jointly managed model
3rd
MoTC_CSP Agency_CSP
MoTC_Consumer Agency_Consumer
Party_CSP
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Components
ID

Component

8

Backup and Recovery

8.1

Test of strategy for backup and recovery to be
performed on a quarterly basis

8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6

Backup of application components (DB, Application
Configuration, OS, etc...) as defined in backup
strategy in operations manual
Online Rreplication, as defined in operations manual
Offline Replication, as defined in operations manual
Recovery in case of failure
External or additional backups

9

System operation and monitoring

8.2

9.1
9.2
9.3

9.5
9.6
10
10.1
10.2
10.3

User Management
Creation of standard users structure
Creation of administrator user and policies
Administration of users (locking/unlocking)

10.4

Functional change management and support for
authorization profiles/roles/activity groups

11

Batch processing (Basis)

11.1

Scheduling standard batch background jobs,
according to operations manual
Scheduling additional applications specific
background jobs
Checking applications specific background job logs
Management of applications specific background jobs
and error handling

11.2
11.3
11.4
12
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.7

Agreement
Service Model
IaaS/PaaS/SaaS

Project Name/Project
ID

Monitoring system logs, and definition of prerequisites
for system environment/definition of messaging and
escalation procedure
Analysis of system log, for functional errors
Installation of system environment, including
transport landscape
Creating plans for startup/shutdown, according to
operations manual
Planning time windows for startup/shutdown
System restart in the event of failure

9.4

Cloud Responsibility Matrix
Indicate F for fully managed model, and J for jointly managed model
3rd
MoTC_CSP Agency_CSP
MoTC_Consumer Agency_Consumer
Party_CSP

Batch Processing (Application)
External job system
Definition of application jobs
Scheduling background jobs
Checking correct job execution, if defined by
application services
Checking background job logs
Management of background jobs and error handling
Monitoring and alarming by email or SMS
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Components
ID

Component

13
13.1
13.2
13.3

Software licensing and/or SaaS
Operating Systems (AIX, Linux, Windows)
Database
Middleware Technologies

14
14.1
14.2
14.3
14.4
14.5
14.6
14.7

Reporting
Monthly SLA Reports
Additional Reports
Web-based Call Center ticket system
Application consulting meeting
Quarterly customer relationship meeting
Exchange engineering consulting meeting
Exchange application consulting meeting

15
15.1
15.2

Application Support Services
Software Installation
Software Upgrade / Additional Features Installation
Exit/Transition activities from another hosting vendor or
location
Application Test for new environments
Go Live Check
Functional Application Enhancements
Application Integration

15.3
15.4
15.5
15.6
15.7
15.8

Features and application configuration, customization,
support, and development

16
16.1
16.2
16.3

Log Administration
Monitoring System logs
Analysis of system log entries
Processing system log entries

17
17.1
17.2
17.3

Analysis of program aborts
Monitoring process aborts and reporting to customer
Analysis of process aborts
Error handling for aborted processes

Cloud Responsibility Matrix
Indicate F for fully managed model, and J for jointly managed model
3rd
MoTC_CSP Agency_CSP
MoTC_Consumer Agency_Consumer
Party_CSP
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Project Name/Project
ID
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13 Glossary


AES: Advanced Encryption Standard



AMD Inc: Advanced Micro Devices Incorporated



aPaas: Application Platform as a Service



AR: Augmented Reality



ARCTNET: Attached Resource Computer NETwork



ARM: Application Reference Model



ARP: Address Resolution Protocol



ASN: Abstract Syntax Notation



ATM: Asynchronous transfer mode



BCRS: (IBM) Business Continuity and Recovery Services



BOOTP: Bootstrap Protocol



BRM: Business Reference Model



BSS: Business Support Services



BYOD: Bring Your Own Device



BYOP: Bring Your Own Phone



BYOPC: Bring Your Own Personal Computer



BYOT: Bring Your Own Technology



CADF: Cloud Auditing Data Federation



CCM: Cloud Controls Matrix



CCMP: Common Cloud Computing Platform



CCRA: Cloud Computing Reference Architecture



CDMI: Cloud Data Management Interface



CeDC: Cloud Enabled Data Center



CMDB: Configuration Management Database



CMP: Cloud Management Platform



COBIT: Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies



COE: Container Orchestration Engines



CSP: Cloud Service Provider



DB: Database



DC: Date Center



DDoS: Distributed Denial-of-Service



DEC: Digital Equipment Corporation



DHCP: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
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DMTF: Distributed Management Task Force



EAP: Extensible Authentication Protocol



EC2: Elastic Compute Cloud



ESAME: ESA Modal Extensions



ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute



FCC: (USA) Federal Communications Commission



FDDI: Fiber Distributed Data Interface



FTP: File Transfer Protocol



FTP/S: File Transfer Protocol/ Secure



GEA: (Qatari) Government Enterprise Architecture



GHz: Gigahertz



HP: Hewlett Packard



HPC: High-Performance Computing



HSBN: (IBM) High Security Business Network



IA: Intel Architecture



IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service



IBM: International Business Machines



ICMP: Internet Control Message Protocol



ICT: Information Communication Technology



IDPS: Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems



IDS: Intrusion Detection System



IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers



IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force



IP: Internet Protocol



IPS: Intrusion Prevention System



IPTV: Internet Protocol Television



IRM: Information Reference Model



ISA: Instruction Set Architecture



iSCSI: Internet Small Computer Systems Interface



IT: Information Technology



ITIL: Information Technology Infrastructure Library



LAN: Local Area Network



LAN/MAN: Local Area Networks and Metropolitan Area Networks



MAC: Media Access Control



MCU: Multipoint Control Units
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MDM: Mobile Device Management



MDR: Management Data Repositories



MIB: Management Information Bases



MoTC: (Qatari) Ministry of Transport & Communication



MPLS: Multiprotocol Label Switching



MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging



NFS: Network File System



NFV: Network Functions Virtualization



NOC: Network Operations Centre



NV: Network virtualization



OASIS: Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards



OCCI: Open Cloud Computing Interface



OGF: Open Grid Forum



ONAP: Open Network Automation Platform



OS: Operating System



OSI: Open Systems Interconnection



OSS: Operations Support Services



OVF: Open Virtualization Format



PaaS: Platform as a Service



QoS: Quality of Service



RARP: Reverse Address Resolution Protocol



RISC: Reduced Instruction Set Computing



RSVP: Resource Reservation Protocol



RTP: Real-time Protocol



RTSP: Real-Time Streaming Protocol



SaaS: Software as a Service



SAN: Storage Area Network



SDN: Software Defined Networking



SFTP: SSH File Transfer Protocol



SIP: Session Initiation Protocol



SLA: Service Level Agreement



SNIA: Storage Networking Industry Association



SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocols



SOA: Service Oriented Architecture



SOC: Security Operations Centre
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SONET: Synchronous optical networking



TCP: Transmission Control Protocol



TFTP: Trivial File Transfer Protocol



TKIP: Temporal Key Integrity Protocol



TOSCA: Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications



TRM: Technical Reference Model



UDP: User Datagram Protocol



VLAN: Virtual LAN



VM: Virtual Machine



VMI: VM Introspection



VoIP: Voice over IP



VPN: Virtual Private Network



VxLAN: Virtual Extensible LAN



WEP: Wired Equivalent Privacy



WiMax: Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access



WMAN: Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks



WoG: Whole of Government



WPA: Wi-Fi Protected Access



XaaS: Everything as a Service
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